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FOREWORD
By Staff

Transportation Research
Board

This report will be of interest to individuals who are concerned about the economic
implications of congestion. This study examines how traffic congestion affects pro-
ducers of economic goods and services in terms of business costs, productivity, and
output, and how producers are variously sensitive to congestion. 

Past attempts to assess the economic implications of congestion have found that
this is a difficult relationship to document. This study should be viewed as an incre-
mental step toward a broader definition of the economic costs of congestion. The
research shows the many facets of congestion impacts on businesses and local
economies, by illustrating the types of data necessary to document those costs and
demonstrating how analysis can be carried out and ultimately improved.

Under NCHRP Project 2-21, “Economic Implications of Congestion,” the research
team of Economic Development Research Group, Cambridge Systematics, Inc., and
Regional Economic Models Inc. conducted the research and prepared the final report.
NCHRP Report 463, Economic Implications of Congestion, measures the real mone-
tary cost of congestion to local and regional economies. The analysis goes beyond
accounting for user expense and travel time costs and includes additional productivity
costs associated with travel time variability, worker time availability, freight inventory
and logistics/scheduling, just-in-time production processes, and economies of market
access. The study also demonstrates how congestion shrinks business market areas and
reduces (or eliminates) the “agglomeration economies” of operating in large urban
areas. 

The report, which includes eight chapters and two appendices, presents the 
following:

Summary of prior research, which focuses on two areas: the measurement of
congestion impacts on transportation system performance (Chapter 2) and the mea-
surement of business costs affected by congestion (Chapter 3). References for the two
literature reviews are presented in Appendix A.

Analytic framework which provides a means for assessing the extent of business
sensitivity to congestion and the aggregate economic impacts of incremental changes
in congestion levels in various locations. A statistical analysis model estimates the
extent to which specific changes in congestion levels affect business costs in different
industries and urban locations. 

Case studies which examine alternative congestion scenarios for Chicago and
Philadelphia based on the application of the analytic framework, using available data
from these two cities. The case studies address the affects of congestion on product and
service delivery costs and on workforce availability and associated costs.

Sketch planning tool, called the “Congestion Decision Support System” (CDSS),
which was developed during the course of this project for analyzing the economic
impacts of congestion on businesses.  The researchers documented the sketch-planning



tool on a CD-ROM. The CD-ROM, not included herein, is available upon request to
NCHRP. The sketch-planning tool will be of value to researchers and transportation
professionals with expertise in transportation and microeconomics.

Conclusions, key findings, and suggested directions for future research, which are
presented in the final chapter of the report.
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BACKGROUND

An important motivation for transportation investment in many urban areas is to
address increasing traffic congestion. This has led local and state transportation offi-
cials, including the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Offi-
cials (AASHTO), to be concerned about how increasing congestion can affect eco-
nomic growth. Regardless of what transportation modes or policy strategies are used
to address congestion in urban areas, the fact remains that we cannot assess the eco-
nomic benefits of any congestion reduction strategy unless we can first understand how
congestion affects economic growth and productivity.

Past attempts to assess the economic implications of congestion have found that this
is a difficult relationship to document. The most obvious approach, asking businesses
in congested areas how they are affected, is problematic because those that have been
driven out of business or driven away because of congestion are no longer present, and
the remaining businesses typically are unable to report how different their operations
would be under a hypothetical scenario of no congestion. As a result, this study has
been designed to assess the economic implications of congestion by using an empiri-
cal analysis approach, which documents the many aspects of congestion-related costs
incurred by different types of business operations in different types of urban settings;
statistical analysis is then used to show how transportation costs have affected patterns
of businesses in two major metropolitan areas.

Given the complexity of the problem and the limitations of available data, this study
does not provide the final word on the economic costs of congestion. Instead, it repre-
sents a starting point—showing the many facets of the effects of congestion on busi-
nesses and local economies, illustrating the types of data necessary to document those
costs, and demonstrating how analysis can be carried out and ultimately improved.

Key Features of This Study

This study examines how urban traffic congestion affects producers of economic goods
and services in terms of business costs, productivity, and output, and how producers are
variously sensitive to congestion. This sensitivity to traffic congestion is attributable to

SUMMARY
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a particular industry sector’s reliance on skilled labor or specialized inputs and a large,
transportation-based market area to obtain those inputs. Congestion effectively con-
tracts the market area for inputs, bidding up their costs, thus increasing production
costs. Industries can compensate for congestion and reduce costs partially by location
choices as well as other strategies. This study is of particular interest for four reasons:

• More complete measurement. The most important aspect of this study is that it pro-
vides a measure of the real monetary cost of congestion to local or regional econ-
omies, which is more complete than the accounting of user expense and travel time
cost only. This includes incorporation of additional productivity costs associated
with travel time variability, worker time availability, freight inventory and logis-
tics/scheduling, just-in-time production processes, and economies of market access.

• Link to productivity studies. The study also incorporates realistic production func-
tions, which recognize the ability of businesses to substitute among inputs (and
workers) to some degree, as they adjust to the higher costs of travel. This effect is
of particular note, for it helps to reconcile transportation impact analysis methods
with more aggregate studies of the relationship between business productivity and
transportation investment. It also provides insight into the effect of travel time
reduction on induced growth of traffic.

• Scale economies. The economic analysis further demonstrates how congestion
effectively shrinks business market areas and reduces (eliminates) the scale econ-
omies (agglomeration benefits) of operating in large urban areas.

• Application for policy testing. The end product is the demonstration of a general
approach that can be applied for broad analysis of the economic costs of congestion
around the country. The model results indicate that a congestion alleviation strategy
that explicitly considers effects on firms in terms of their costs of doing business can
provide a fuller picture of the trade-offs among alternative investments than a tradi-
tional comparison based on user costs (and occasionally also external costs).

IMPORTANCE OF NONUSER BUSINESS COSTS OF CONGESTION

The economic impact of traffic congestion is not simple to calculate. There are two
reasons for this:

• Additional cost factors. Traffic congestion imposes costs to businesses beyond the
mere vehicle and driver costs of delay, including potential effects on inventory
costs, logistics costs, reliability costs, just-in-time processing costs, and reductions
in market areas for workers, customers, and incoming/outgoing deliveries.

• Business adjustment. Businesses may respond to worsening traffic congestion in
a variety of ways, including moving away, going out of business, and adjusting to
smaller market areas for workers, suppliers, and customers—with some resulting
loss of productivity.

Past studies that surveyed or interviewed business leaders found it difficult to docu-
ment congestion costs, because those that had moved away or gone out of business
could not be found, and those that remained had evolved over time in ways that made
it difficult for their staff to assess how the business would have been different under a
hypothetical situation with no traffic congestion. For those reasons, it was recognized
that the business productivity loss associated with congestion would have to be inferred
from existing business and travel patterns by using economic models.
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METHODOLOGY

Elements of the analysis. The analysis process used in this study utilized three
elements:

• Data: Detailed microdata on patterns of business locations and patterns of com-
muting trips, truck trips, and other business travel patterns based on case study data
for the Chicago and Philadelphia metropolitan areas;

• Cost factors: Application of the best available information on how the pattern of
business inventory, logistics, reliability, and production process costs differ by
type of business, type of worker occupation, type of commodity shipped, and type
of vehicle; and

• Models: Calibration of business production function models to estimate the effect
of higher commuting and shipping costs (and hence reduced market areas) on busi-
ness productivity.

Types of Business Costs

This approach considered commuter and business delivery movements between
locations in terms of two types of changes in business costs:

• Change in direct cost of production. A reduction of transportation costs directly
translates into a reduction in the cost of obtaining workers and delivering products/
services to customers, and hence in total production cost.

• Additional change in accessibility to specialized inputs. Furthermore, lower trans-
portation costs change the distribution of shipments and trips as more specialized
workers and customer markets become accessible. Therefore, an additional reduc-
tion of costs occurs because firms are able to use labor that more specifically meets
their production needs and serves broader customer markets. Effects on produc-
tivity may come from improved access to broader worker and customer markets
as well as from logistic and scheduling efficiencies and scale economies.

Production Response

A business production function model was used in this analysis to relate levels of
business activity in urban zones to differences in relative costs of labor and materials,
including worker commuting and business product/service delivery costs. Three basic
facts underlie this economic modeling approach:

• Business markets. The observable location pattern of businesses reflects the fact
that some types of business have a few large establishments serving a wide area,
whereas other types of businesses have many small establishments, each serving
a smaller local area. These patterns reflect the fact that different types of businesses
have different worker (occupation) and supply (commodity) needs as well as dif-
ferent product/service delivery markets. They reflect the degree of specialization
of the different types of businesses in terms of workers and products.

• Business production functions. The degree to which different types of business
incur productivity losses from traffic congestion depends on how congestion
affects their direct travel-related costs, their production costs, and their ability to
adjust to smaller markets (which in turn reflects the extent to which they depend
on access to specialized workers or materials). 



• Business mix. The mix of businesses in downtown business districts, outlying indus-
trial areas, and bedroom communities are very different, reflecting their different
needs for access to specialized worker skills, specialized materials, or specialized
markets.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Statistical Relationships

The research team conducted extensive data assembly and statistical model analysis
for the Chicago and Philadelphia metropolitan areas. The analysis models were devel-
oped to examine the degree of sensitivity of various types of business activity to the costs
of transporting products and the costs of worker commuting. The estimation and appli-
cation of these parameters are the subject of considerable discussion in this report. In
general, the calibrated models for Chicago and Philadelphia yielded consistent results:

• Industry differences in congestion costs. The results for both areas indicated that
industries with broader worker requirements and higher levels of truck shipping
absorb higher costs associated with congestion. They also benefit the most from
reduced congestion.

• Industry sensitivity to congestion costs. The production function models also indi-
cated that firms with lower-skilled labor requirements or nonspecialized (commod-
ity) input requirements tend to be hurt relatively less by congestion (and benefit rel-
atively less from reduced congestion) than those with requirements for highly skilled
labor or highly specialized material inputs.

• Effect on travel patterns. The models confirmed that congestion does reduce the
agglomeration benefits of urban areas by reducing access to specialized labor and
delivery markets, whereas businesses adjust with shorter trip lengths. Conversely,
congestion reduction can provide greater benefits to businesses associated with
increased access to labor and delivery markets, although that is accomplished
through some increases in vehicle-miles of travel. 

• Economies of scale. The models also illustrated how traffic congestion has the effect
of nullifying some of the agglomeration benefits of operating businesses in larger
urban areas. The labor cost model, for instance, indicated that doubling the effective
labor market size leads to an average 6.5 percent increase in business productivity.

Impacts of Congestion Scenarios

The actual economic impacts of traffic congestion can differ by metropolitan area,
depending on its economic profile and business location pattern. Nevertheless, the two
case study areas presented here illustrate how congestion impacts can differ depending
on the nature of the congestion scenario. Although it was beyond the scope of this study
to define or investigate the effectiveness of any particular transportation policies or
strategies, some hypothetical scenarios were created to illustrate how they differentially
affect business activity and costs.

Four types of scenarios were investigated: metropolitan-wide congestion reduction,
congestion reduction focused on the central business district (CBD) only, congestion
reduction focused on an older working class and industrial area, and congestion reduc-
tion focused on a white collar commuter area. The results were as follows:

• Truck delivery delays in the CBD. The economic effects were dramatically dif-
ferent depending on where the congestion occurred. When congestion reduction
centered on the CBD of both cities, the economic benefit was largely concentrated

4
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on those businesses located in the CBD. That is because many of those CBD busi-
nesses are service oriented; they rely on incoming deliveries of supplies with
relatively modest movements of outgoing truck deliveries to other parts of the
metropolitan area.

• Truck delivery delays in industrial zone. In contrast, when the congestion reduction
was centered around an older industrial area in both cities, then the economic ben-
efits were widely distributed among industries and business locations throughout
the metropolitan area. That is because the directly affected businesses had a high
level of outgoing truck shipments, serving broad industries and locations—from
the CBD to outlying fringe areas.

• Regionwide worker commuting delays. The economic impacts associated with
worker access were also dramatically different depending on where the conges-
tion occurred. When congestion reduction was evenly distributed regionwide, the
economic benefit remained largest for those businesses located on the periphery
of the metropolitan area. That is because there tend to be longer travel distances
for workers and incoming deliveries coming into those businesses, and hence they
are most affected by increases and decreases in congestion costs.

• Commuting delays for outlying residential areas. In contrast, when the congestion
reduction was centered around an area with many skilled and educated workers,
the economic benefit was broadly distributed among locations throughout the met-
ropolitan area. It was also greatest for types of businesses employing executives
and precision-skilled workers. 

The estimated costs of congestion depend on the specific scenario. For the test sce-
narios used for this study, annual changes in business costs associated with product and
service deliveries ranged from $20 million/year to $1 billion/year in a single region.
The annual changes in business costs associated with labor ranged from $1 million/year
to $3 million/year in a single region.

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The findings from this study indicate three key directions for future research.

1. Analysis of the effectiveness and costs of alternative options for addressing dif-
ferent types of congestion in different types of land use and economic settings, an
issue not addressed in this study. It specifically includes estimating specific trans-
portation policies and strategies. This study examined the effects of simplified,
hypothetical scenarios concerning reductions or increases in congestion. It did not
examine relative costs and benefits of alternative transportation projects and poli-
cies to mitigate congestion. To address those issues in the future, methods devel-
oped from this study will have to be applied in combination with separate analyses
of the effect of potential transportation investments (and policies) on reduction of
delays due to congestion.

2. More complete analysis of the economic implications of increasing or reducing con-
gestion levels, the central focus of this study. It specifically includes the following:
• Examination of congestion effects for additional classes of trips. This study

focused on measuring congestion impacts on business product delivery and work-
force-related costs. It did not cover the value of congestion delay for personal
travel or for shopping trips. In both cases, this was due to a lack of available
interzonal data on trip patterns and trip lengths. Future research should attempt to
acquire and analyze data on those classes of trips and how congestion affects them.

• Development of improved data on truck movements within metropolitan areas.
Future improvements in congestion cost estimation will also have to await an



improvement in the availability of data on business-related travel patterns.
Although metropolitan planning organizations have highly detailed origin-
destination data on commuting patterns by industry and occupation (from cen-
sus journey-to-work data), typically data on truck movements is scant. This
includes a lack of data on truck origin-destination zonal patterns, coverage of
truck trips with outside origins or destinations, and industry/commodity break-
down for products being carried. Much of the existing metropolitan data on truck
movements misses delivery of business products and services via car, van, and
light-delivery vehicle. Often these data are synthesized on the basis of partial
information. In the future, the quality of such data can be improved through
detailed breakdowns of the commodity flow survey (as specially obtained for
this study) and better survey coverage of noncommodity business travel.

• Additional research on the service sector. This study treated producers of ser-
vices as a single industry and considered a particular class of modeled trip—
work-to-work trips—as a suitable surrogate. However, there is considerable
variation within service sector businesses in terms of reliance on transportation
for their inputs and delivery of their services. A useful extension of this study
would be to develop a more detailed understanding of the service industry
through carefully designed surveys. Such an effort could provide quantitative
information useful for model estimation as well as qualitative information on
the relationship between congestion and the service industry, thus benefiting
planners and decision makers.

• Model calibration and verification for additional metropolitan areas. This study
involved substantial effort working with metropolitan planning organizations
to obtain and derive interzonal data on trip patterns for specific trip purposes,
industries, and occupations. Now that the methodology has been demonstrated
to be feasible, further testing is needed to establish the level of consistency in
statistical relationships (model elasticities) among a broader range of metro-
politan area sizes and locations. 

3. Analysis of the long-term implications and overall benefits and costs of alterna-
tive congestion reduction strategies, issues not addressed in this study. It specif-
ically includes the following:
• Analysis of long-term economic adjustment to congestion. This study focuses

on developing estimates of the cost changes incurred by business when conges-
tion is increased or decreased, given patterns of business location, scheduling,
and operating technologies. In fact, in the long run businesses can adjust opera-
tions and locations in response to congestion increases or decreases. In addition,
changes in regionwide congestion levels can affect the cost-competitiveness of
doing business in a region and hence its longer-term economic growth. There
is a need for further research to examine business behavior and to apply meth-
ods for estimating the magnitude of potential future impacts on regional eco-
nomic growth associated with congestion changes.

• Analysis of the productivity benefits and costs of transportation investments in
congestion reduction. This study did not examine the costs or effectiveness of
alternative actions to address congestion, so it cannot be used by itself to cal-
culate benefit/cost ratios or return-on-investment rates for transportation spend-
ing to address congestion. However, once those research topics are addressed,
the approach developed in this study will provide a foundation for conducting
assessments of spending and investment alternatives.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In many metropolitan areas, there are increasing concerns
about how the growth of traffic congestion may adversely
affect the area’s economy (business sales and income) as well
as concerns about the relative benefit-cost ratio or return on
investment associated with alternative projects or policies to
address those problems. Unfortunately, the severity and pat-
tern of congestion, as well as the effectiveness of alternative
projects or policies to address it, can vary widely from area to
area, depending on the size and layout of the metropolitan area,
its available transportation options, and the nature of its traffic
generators. Similarly, there is no single rule of thumb for the
economic cost of worsening congestion or the economic ben-
efit of congestion reduction, for that can also differ depending
on an area’s specific economic profile as well as its unique
pattern of congestion. All these issues need to be addressed to
conduct benefit-cost analysis or return on investment for alter-
native congestion reduction strategies. 

This report represents a step in the process of addressing
these issues. It provides an overview of the problem of traf-
fic congestion in urban areas, a description of existing liter-
ature on the many facets of its economic impacts on travel-
ers and other affected parties, and an analytical methodology
to estimate these effects. It also provides findings from case
studies conducted to estimate the economic impacts of alter-
native congestion scenarios in two metropolitan areas. Finally,
it describes a computer analysis approach that can be used
by others to assess the costs of congestion for other metro-
politan areas. 

Altogether, the tools, methods, and findings in this report
are intended to provide a starting basis for subsequent work
to better refine the economic costs of congestion and, ulti-
mately, for later studies to assess the benefit-cost ratios for
alternative congestion-reduction strategies.

DEFINITION OF CONGESTION 

Traffic congestion is defined as a condition of traffic delay
(when the flow of traffic is slowed below reasonable speeds)
because the number of vehicles trying to use the road exceeds
the traffic network capacity to handle them. Traffic conges-
tion is widely viewed as a growing problem in many urban
areas across America as well as in other countries, because the
overall volume of vehicular traffic in many areas (as reflected

by aggregate measures of vehicle-miles or vehicle-kilometers
of travel) continues to grow faster than the overall capacity
of the transportation system. The resulting traffic slowdowns
can have a wide range of negative effects on people and on
the business economy, including impacts on air quality (due to
additional vehicle emissions), quality of life (due to personal
time delays), and business activity (due to the additional costs
and reduced service areas for workforce, supplier, and cus-
tomer markets). This report focuses specifically on the latter
type of impact—how roadway traffic congestion affects the
economy in terms of business costs, productivity, and output.

Congestion has three important dimensions of variation:

• The spatial pattern of traffic congestion may vary—it
can be areawide or location specific.

• The temporal pattern of traffic congestion may vary—it
can occur during morning or afternoon peak periods or
during off-peak periods.

• There is also a stochastic element of traffic congestion—
it can occur on a continuing basis at predictable times or
sporadically (at random times) as a result of traffic acci-
dents or other types of incidents.

However, regardless of location or timing, the frequency and
severity of congestion delays increase as traffic volumes grow
to exceed road system capacity.

THE PROBLEM AND NEED TO ASSESS
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF CONGESTION

Why It Is Difficult to Measure the 
Severity of Congestion

From a traffic point of view, congestion creates travel time
delays and results in expenses for commuters and business
travelers. There is significant literature on the measurement
of congestion delays in cities around the country. From an
economic point of view, congestion clearly causes house-
holds and businesses to incur excess time and money costs.
However, the current literature on the subject does not satis-
factorily address these issues, nor has there been any real
exploration of the true economic costs of urban road conges-
tion. There are two key reasons:



• Problem 1: Severe congestion is often localized and
cannot be adequately represented by regional traffic
indicators. The relationship between traffic levels and
congestion delay is not linear. Up to the point at which
traffic volumes approach road design levels, there may
be no delay at all. Once traffic volumes exceed road
design levels, delays may increase exponentially. The
delays are often location specific, generated by bottle-
necks, which can then produce “queues” (backups) on
otherwise free-flowing roads. Major delays can also be
sporadic or unpredictable. As traffic levels increase, the
rate of traffic incidents and the amount of traffic delay
caused by them may both increase sharply. For these
reasons, the extent and frequency of delays at some
locations and times can be much more severe than an
average areawide measure of delay.

• Problem 2: The economic costs of congestion vary by
type of business and cannot be adequately represented
by traditional measures of user time and average vehi-
cle operating costs. The cost of delays for businesses can
be substantially greater than the cost of driver time and
vehicle operating time alone. For some types of busi-
nesses, there can also be implications for revenues and
costs related to the size of the business market and/or ser-
vice areas, business inventory and logistics costs, just-in-
time production costs, and workforce attraction.

Why It Is Difficult to Measure the Economic
Impacts of Congestion

There have been prior attempts to estimate the economic
impacts of congestion through business surveys, including
most notably NCHRP Project 2-17(5) (see NCHRP Research
Results Digest Number 202, Sept. 1995). The problem is that
such prior attempts found that business managers do not
explicitly track the costs of congestion and hence seldom
make any specific attribution of their business costs to con-
gested roads. There are several reasons why they do not do so:

• Self-selection: only survivors can be interviewed. A sur-
vey of businesses in congested areas will include only
the existing businesses, because any business that could
not survive in a congested area has already closed up or
moved out. Hence, the remaining businesses tend to be
those that are not adversely affected by congestion. This
includes offices that are not highly dependent on truck
deliveries or in-store shopper visits. It also includes
businesses that have the ability to minimize congestion
impacts on their operations through flexible scheduling,
reliance on Internet or telecommunications activities, or
use of transit alternatives.

• Business staff have difficulty predicting their hypothet-
ical responses to what they perceive to be nonrealistic
scenarios. For a business manager operating in an area
of traffic congestion, the existing conditions (including
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longer commutes, higher costs of parking, and longer
delivery times) may be viewed as a pervasive phenom-
enon or otherwise accepted as part of the cost of doing
business. Many people in urban businesses cannot esti-
mate the cost of congestion to their business because
they cannot imagine how different the business would
be under the purely hypothetical situation in which such
congestion is not present.

• Some businesses thrive in high-density business districts,
and their staff cannot easily distinguish the advantage of
density from the disadvantage of congestion delay. For
some types of businesses (offices of banking, finance
and business service companies, and restaurants serving
them), there can be productivity benefits associated with
agglomeration—locating together in high-density busi-
ness districts, which offset the higher travel and parking
costs of doing business in those areas. For those types of
businesses (which typically have low needs for incom-
ing or outgoing freight deliveries), congestion may not
even be recognized as a major problem.

Why Statistical Methods Are Needed to Assess
Economic Impacts of Congestion

Findings from the past surveys of individual businesses are
instructive, for they suggest that perceptions of individual
business managers are an unreliable means of assessing eco-
nomic impacts of congestion. They also indicate that business
sensitivity to congestion is reflected in business location pat-
terns and that different types of businesses have different abil-
ities to compensate for congestion impacts on their operations.
For all these reasons, it is useful to use some form of economic
modeling that recognizes business productivity and business
adjustment factors. Because the nature of congestion impacts
differs by spatial location and the associated business pro-
ductivity impact differs by industry category, it is also neces-
sary to adopt a methodology that examines how changes in
congestion levels uniquely affect business costs in different
industries and at different locations within urban regions.

APPROACH AND CONTRIBUTION OF THIS
STUDY

Approach: Focus on Linkages Between
Congestion and Economic Impacts

Theory

Figure 1.1 summarizes the five elements of factors that
affect congestion and its economic impacts:

A. Transportation-related investment and pricing—affect-
ing the capacity of facilities;

B. Transportation system performance—network demand
and congestion levels;



C. Business market accessibility and location costs—
operating costs related to the accessibility of various
locations;

D. Productivity effects—output levels and cost economies
of scheduling and market scale; and

E. Economic growth—adjustments in response to changes
in the cost competitiveness of business location in var-
ious urban areas.

In theory, these elements represent a progression of steps,
although in reality there can be a much more complex inter-
action between them. 

This study assumes that transportation system supply,
demand, and resulting congestion levels (elements A and
B) represent given conditions, referred to as scenarios. Our
research then focuses on estimating how alternative scenar-
ios, representing changes in transportation conditions, would
affect short-term business operating costs and productivity
(elements C and D). In the long term, changes in these costs
can also change a region’s business competitiveness and
lead to shifts in regional business location and expansion pat-
terns (element E). Those long-term effects potentially can be
assessed with a regional economic forecasting model, but
such analysis is not covered in this study.

Relationship to Other Studies

It is also important to clarify the relationship between this
study and more aggregate studies of the economic produc-
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tivity implications of transportation investment. In particu-
lar, there have been a line of studies, pioneered by Aschauer
(1989) with more recent enhancement by Nadiri (1996) that
have examined the long-term relationship between trans-
portation spending (element A in the schematic) and long-
term changes in business productivity or output (elements D
and E). Those studies have basically sought to show an aggre-
gate relationship between transportation spending and eco-
nomic growth, without distinguishing any of the intermediate
elements of changes in transportation system performance
or accessibility changes (elements B and C). The limitation
of those studies, from the viewpoint of studying congestion
impacts, is that they do not allow us to distinguish the extent
to which economic growth has been due to improvements in
rural accessibility, interstate connectivity, urban congestion
reduction, or other factors. 

This study, in contrast, focuses specifically on major urban
areas facing transportation congestion delays and examines
how congestion levels (element B) affect business production
costs (element C) and productivity (element D). This study
thus complements the more aggregate studies by addressing
the behavioral component of productivity that they have not
addressed.

Contribution of This Study

The most important aspect of this study is that it provides
a measure of the real monetary cost of congestion to local or
regional economies. This is more complete than the account-
ing of user expense and travel time cost only. Our analysis
includes the incorporation of additional productivity costs
associated with travel time variability, worker time availabil-
ity, freight inventory and logistics/scheduling, just-in-time
production processes, and economies of market access. In
addition, the economic analysis in this study indicates how
congestion effectively shrinks business market areas and
reduces (or eliminates) the agglomeration economies of oper-
ating in large urban areas.

The end product is the demonstration of a general approach
that can be applied for broad analysis of the economic costs
of congestion for urbanized areas around the country. It is
important to note, though, that this study focuses only on the
measurement of business productivity costs of congestion. It
does not cover the value of congestion delay for personal
time. Nor does it examine the relative costs and benefits of
alternative measures to mitigate congestion. To address that,
the findings from this study must be combined with future
analyses of the effects of transportation investments (and
policies) on reduction of congestion delays.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

The remainder of this report is organized into the follow-
ing chapters.

Figure 1.1. Components of the economic impacts of
congestion.



• Summary of prior research. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss find-
ings from a detailed review of prior research studies.
From the transportation literature, Chapter 2 discusses
measures of congestion impacts on transportation sys-
tem performance (including user value of time delay,
travel time reliability, and schedule flexibility). Chapter
3 discusses the measurement of business costs affected
by congestion (including transport spending, business
accessibility and location costs, logistics costs, and over-
all productivity impacts). References for the literature
are provided in Appendix A.

• Analytic framework. Chapter 4 describes the elements
of analysis in terms of a general framework and series
of analytic steps. This framework provides a means for
assessing the extent of business sensitivity to congestion
and the aggregate economic effects of incremental
changes in congestion levels in various locations. A key
element of the analysis is the use of a statistical analysis
model to estimate the extent to which specific changes
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in congestion levels affect business costs in different
industries and urban locations. 

• Case studies. Chapters 5 and 6 summarize analysis find-
ings from case studies of alternative congestion scenar-
ios for Chicago and Philadelphia. These case studies
present application of the analytic framework, using
available data sources. They also indicate how economic
impacts of congestion vary by industry and the location
pattern of the traffic conditions. Chapter 5 focuses on how
congestion affects business (product and service) deliv-
ery costs, whereas Chapter 6 focuses on how congestion
affects workforce availability and associated costs.

• Sketch planning tool. Chapter 7 provides an overview
of CDSS (congestion decision support system), a free
sketch planning software tool for analyzing the eco-
nomic impacts of congestion on businesses. Further
user instructions for CDSS are provided in Appendix B.

• Conclusions. Chapter 8 summarizes the key findings and
suggested directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

MEASURING USER IMPACTS OF CONGESTION: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents a broad review of the literature on
different techniques for measuring congestion and transpor-
tation system user (traveler) costs associated with it. These
measurement techniques cover a number of different cate-
gories that include congestion level indicators, valuation of
travel time delay, costs of reduced reliability, and adjustment
made by travelers to avoid peak-period congestion.

Broader impacts of congestion on business and the econ-
omy are addressed in Chapter 3.

ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF CONGESTION

A great deal of attention has been devoted to defining and
measuring congestion in existing research and is reflected in
the development of congestion management systems. Indica-
tors of congestion are available for urban areas and are reported
in FHWA’s Highway Statistics and Bureau of Transportation
Statistics’ (BTS’s) National Transportation Statistics.

There are several different ways to define and measure the
level of congestion on roadways. Some of the techniques are
consistent with the definition and use of congestion thresh-
olds, including the following:

• A congestion index related to the rate of travel that is
being advanced in a number of research projects at the
Texas Transportation Institute (TTI);

• An excess delay measure for urban areas that is tied to
the amount of time spent at an intersection or along a
roadway segment operating below a certain level of ser-
vice (LOS); and

• The percentage of time at a given point on a highway sys-
tem, the average speed drops below some threshold value.

These measures potentially can all be applied to vehicular
travel in automobiles, vans, buses, and trucks.

Different Measures of Congestion

Table 2.1 presents a list of different measures of roadway
congestion. Many of the measures are currently used by trans-
portation agencies in evaluating system performance. Others
are measures that may be possible for future evaluations. The
measures are grouped into five categories: time-related mea-

sures, volume measures, congestion indices, delay measures,
and LOS measures.

Each of the categories and measures is described in more
detail below. Studies or agencies that have used the measures
are also identified.

Time-Related Measures

Time-related measures, which include travel time and travel
rate, are widely used to evaluate congestion. One key reason
is that measurement of the time it takes to travel a particular
distance can be done repeatedly and can apply to all modes of
travel, including the movement of goods. Travel times are the
primary means of measuring performance in several ongoing
intelligent vehicle-highway system–related research projects
including Houston’s Real-Time Traffic Information System,
which uses both cellular telephone reporting and automatic
vehicle identification techniques to record travel times; the
TRANSCOMM Electric Toll and Traffic Management Project
in New Jersey, which was designed to monitor the travel times
of specially tagged vehicles; and the ADVANTAGE project
in Chicago, which uses satellite global positioning system
technology and probe vehicles to record travel times.

Specific time-related measures are described as follows:

• Travel time. This is a widely used measure, applicable
to a distinct starting and ending point, that highway
users generally understand, with lower travel time gen-
erally interpreted as an indicator of less congestion. It is
considered by many to be the best measure of system
congestion. Travel time is inversely related to speed.

• Origin-destination travel times. This is an output of the
traffic assignment process of travel demand modeling,
defined as the estimated time necessary to travel from an
originating zone to a destination zone of a given high-
way network. These travel times can be estimated by
calculating minimum time path skim trees.

• Travel time contours. The travel time contours from a
single point to/from multiple destinations/origins can be
plotted on a map showing times in discrete intervals (for
example, 5 or 10 minutes at a time). These are most use-
ful for studying travel to a major employment center such
as the central business district of a large city.



• Percentage of time average speed is below threshold
value. This spot-speed measure uses information col-
lected from automated speed monitoring equipment. The
measure uses data that can be collected in a completely
automated fashion, with an increase in the value of this
measure corresponding unambiguously to an increase in
the degree of congestion. This measure appears to be
practical as long as the threshold speed is set at 20 mph,
25 mph, or higher because of potential equipment inac-
curacies at lower speeds.

Volume Measures

The wide availability of traffic volume counts and vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) data make volume measures attractive
to use. Because volume is a representation of the level of
demand, it is often compared with the available supply, and
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this relationship is typically expressed in terms of a volume-
to-capacity ratio (V/C). It should be noted that VMT, an
important measure for the purposes of air-quality analysis, is
not a strong measure of congestion by itself. Density, which
is also a measure of congestion, is a function of both volume
and speed on a roadway segment of a given length and is
directly related to freeway LOS.

Real-time monitoring systems currently in use or in devel-
opment can be useful for measuring travel rate, congestion
levels, and even goods movement. As with other measures,
the information that is produced must be recorded in a sim-
ple and cost-effective manner so as to be able to make com-
parisons of changes in system performance over time. Traf-
fic monitoring systems also are important for providing data
on transportation system utilization.

V/C is described as follows: The Highway Performance
Monitoring System (HPMS) data set includes peak-period
V/C as a data item. Also, the distribution of total traffic by

TABLE 2.1 Measures of congestion



V/C can be estimated with the HPMS data items annual aver-
age daily traffic (AADT) and capacity, together with tables
showing the distribution of traffic by V/C for different val-
ues of AADT/C. V/C are used as the basis for estimating net-
work link speeds in traffic assignment models, in a function
known as the BPR (Bureau of Public Roads) curve.

Congestion Indices

Much previous research on congestion indices has facili-
tated comparisons of relative levels of congestion among
U.S. cities. These are valuable tools for estimating overall
levels of congestion but may not be applicable at the regional
level and across multiple modes of travel. To expand on the
work done in the past, TTI developed an index that takes all
modes of transport into account and is based on a measure
called the volume/acceptable flow rate. The acceptable flow
rate, simply that flow rate deemed acceptable by local offi-
cials, is weighted according to a number of local roadway
characteristics. This index is based on the travel rates of all
travel modes multiplied by the VMT for each mode and then
divided by freeway VMT plus arterial VMT, adjusted to reflect
roadway classification variables (derived from local informa-
tion). Other indices of congestion such as excess delay are also
being proposed at the regional level.

Another specific congestion index is the roadway conges-
tion index. This index is a systemwide measure of congestion
on the street and freeway system. The roadway congestion
index uses daily VMT per lane mile of roadway for both
freeways and principal arterial streets within an empirically
derived formula. The index equation weighs the daily VMT
per lane mile values for the two functional classes by their
respective daily VMT, which is then normalized by daily
VMT per lane miles representing the threshold of congestion
(LOS D or worse).

Delay Measures

Delays of any type increase travel time and reduce travel
speeds. As such, measures of delay are closely tied to time-
related measures. By focusing on delay as a performance
measure, specific problem locations or areas can be identi-
fied whether they are recurring or nonrecurring. A number
of recent studies, focused on nonrecurring congestion, have
demonstrated the importance of incident-related delays and
the benefits that can be derived from their reduction. 

Specific delay measures are described as follows:

• Delay. The difference between desired or free flow and
actual travel time is considered a good measure of con-
gestion intensity on a roadway link or in an overall sys-
tem. However, this measure does not give much insight
into the specific causes of congestion.
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• Minute miles of delay. Minute miles of delay is the prod-
uct of the length of a roadway segment and the differ-
ence between an acceptable travel rate and the actual
travel ratio (where the actual travel ratio is equivalent to
60 minutes divided by the speed on the segment).

• LOS measures. LOS classifications, which are widely
used as a measure of congestion, are derived from other
performance measures. As stated in the Highway Capac-
ity Manual, “the concept of level of service” is defined
as a qualitative measure describing operational condi-
tions within a traffic stream and their perception by
motorists and passengers (TRB 1985).

The LOS measure does have limitations. Although it is
used as a measure of areawide congestion, there is debate
about its utility and applicability, because an average mea-
sure can mask specific congestion locations or be unduly
influenced by a few locations of serious congestion. LOS is
a good measure of intersection delay or roadway density but
cannot be forecast easily and has not generally been applied
to person movement. Nevertheless, measures such as LOS
will remain important for determining a number of factors,
including systemwide characteristics such as the number of
intersections exceeding a threshold LOS. The NCHRP quan-
tifying congestion literature review indicated that this mea-
sure is used by 90 percent of the agencies surveyed but was
suggested by only 9 percent as an appropriate congestion per-
formance measure.

Implications

The review of congestion measures demonstrated at the
outset of this project that a number of different approaches are
used to quantify the level of congestion for an urban area.
Although there are a number of different congestion mea-
sures, travel time measures offer the best means for estimat-
ing the economic impacts of the congestion. There are sev-
eral reasons for this:

1. Travel time corresponds directly to the traveler’s expe-
rience of congestion, when measured from a given ori-
gin to destination;

2. As indicated below, efforts to estimate the direct user
costs of congestion are based on placing a value on travel
time, often as a percentage of the wage rate; and

3. Most traffic models produce estimates of speed and time
for individual roadway segments and origin and desti-
nation zones. More sophisticated techniques allow for
the calculation of travel times between specific, non-
zonal locations on a transportation network.

COSTS OF TRAVEL TIME DELAY

To estimate the impact of congestion on economic activity,
it was first necessary to quantify the direct costs of congestion.



The cost of time to drivers and passengers is one of the largest
components of direct congestion costs. This section reviews
a few key studies that have presented estimations and meth-
ods for estimating the value of travel time for passenger and
freight travel.

A significant number of studies have been conducted on
estimating the value of passenger travel time through a vari-
ety of different methodologies. However, relatively few stud-
ies have attempted to quantify the value of freight travel time.
This review presents some of the results developed in this
area but does not attempt to cover the extensive literature on
passenger travel valuation. A more detailed review of the
freight travel time estimations is presented.

Value of Passenger Travel Time

One of the more extensive reviews of the value passenger
travel time was Miller’s (1989) literature synthesis that exam-
ined the results of a number of different methods of esti-
mating travel time costs. The synthesis found that the most
common way to estimate the value of time is by examining
trip-specific behavior choices. Mode choice models may
underestimate the value of automobile travel time savings
because they incorporate other factors such as relative com-
fort, convenience, and reliability. The results indicated
that, for project evaluation purposes, a value of travel time of
60 percent of the wage rate should be used for drivers, pedes-
trians, and cyclists, and a value of 40 percent of the wage
rate should be used for passengers. These values should
increase to 90 percent and 60 percent, respectively, for travel
in congested conditions. 

The NCHRP 2-18 (1995) study focuses on two aspects of
travel time valuation, the premium placed on travel-time sav-
ings for passenger and freight transport during periods of
congestion and the value placed on the predictability of travel
times. The study used a stated preference survey methodol-
ogy for measuring the effects of congestion on the values
highway users place on travel-time savings and predictabil-
ity. With data from the stated preference passenger survey,
separate models for calculating the impact of congestion on
values of travel time and travel-time predictability were devel-
oped by logistic choice estimation techniques. In one model
formulation, the value of travel time was stratified by annual
household income, and the results indicated that income lev-
els of $15,000 valued travel time at $2.64 an hour, income
levels of $55,000 valued travel time at $5.34 an hour, and
income levels of $95,000 valued travel time at $8.05 an hour.
These findings were within the range found in the value of
travel time literature but on the lower end of the range.

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) Office of
the Secretary has developed guidelines to be followed by
agencies for evaluating savings of losses of travel time that
result from investments in transportation facilities or regula-
tory actions, and all cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analy-
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ses prepared by DOT. The DOT guidelines have adopted a
single measure of income and value of time applicable to all
local personal travel across all transportation modes; however,
for intercity travel, differences between modes are reflected.
The values are based on a review of the academic literature,
which showed that besides transportation mode, trip purpose
(business or personal), and income, a major source of varia-
tion in the value of time is distance, particularly the large dif-
ferences between local and intercity trips. The review con-
cluded that intercity travel time is likely to be more valuable
than time spent in local travel.

DOT-recommended values are applicable for all local per-
sonal travel, with 50 percent of the wage rate recommended
for use regardless of the mode employed. Seventy percent of
the wage is recommended for all intercity personal travel and
100 percent of the wage rate (plus fringe benefits) is recom-
mended for all local and intercity business travel, including
travel by bus drivers. Hourly wage rates were developed from
Bureau of the Census data.

Value of Freight Travel Time

The HERS (Highway Economic Requirements System)
Technical Report presents the methodology for developing
value of time estimates to be used in the user benefit calcula-
tion of the HERS needs analysis. HERS is a computer model
designed to perform highway needs analysis that reflects both
the current condition of the highway system and the estimated
costs and benefits of potential improvements to the system.

The value of time estimation is divided into two compo-
nents: on-the-clock trips (trips drivers take as part of their
work) and off-the-clock trips (other trips). Time savings dur-
ing on-the-clock trips are valued on the basis of savings to
employers that include wages, fringe benefits, vehicle costs,
and inventory carrying costs of the cargo (vehicle and inven-
tory costs are applicable only for specific truck types). Off-
the-clock time savings that include commuting to and from
work, personal business, and leisure activity were based on a
review of the value of time studies. These values are pre-
sented in Table 2.2.

Hourly compensation wages and benefits for automobiles
were assumed to be equal to the U.S. average for civilian
workers for each occupant of the vehicle. This value was mul-
tiplied by average occupancy rates to compute employee costs
per hour of work travel time. Vehicle costs for automobiles
were computed as the average vehicle cost per year (assuming
a 5-year life, with a 15 percent salvage value at the end, with
initial cost from the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Associa-
tion) divided by 2,000 hours per year of signout time.

For heavier trucks, the cost per hour was computed as the
average vehicle cost per year divided by the number of hours
in service per year. Six-tire trucks and four-axle combina-
tion trucks were assumed to be in service 2,000 hours per
year; five-axle combinations were assumed to be in service
2,200 hours per year. Because three- and four-axle single-



unit trucks include many dump trucks that have down time
between jobs, especially during cold periods of the winter,
they were assumed to be used only 1,600 hours per year.

To compute the inventory costs for heavy vehicles, an
hourly discount rate was computed and multiplied by the value
of a composite average shipment. The average payload of a
five-axle combination was assumed to be 35,000 lb (15,875
kg). The payload for four-axle combinations are lower than
for five-axle trucks, but the value of the cargo is probably
higher, so the value per shipment was assumed to be similar
for both types of trucks.

The HERS estimation found no compelling evidence that
the average value of travel time differs between off-the-clock
trips, which include commuting to and from work, personal
business, and leisure activities. Based on a survey of studies
with route-choice models, surveys, speed-choice models,
and models of housing-location choice, it was found that
most previous research reported the value of off-the-clock
travel time between 55 and 65 percent of the wage rate.

The NCHRP 2-18 study conducted a stated preference
survey of freight carriers, similar to the passenger survey
described above, although on a much smaller scale. For the
purposes of that study, 20 telephone surveys were completed
from selected freight carriers. Compared with the passenger
survey, the results were somewhat inconclusive and failed to
develop a statistically significant model for both the value of
travel time and transit-time predictability. The survey found
that carriers value transit time at $144.22–$192.83 per hour
and savings in late schedule delays at $371.33 per hour.

The study includes a review of empirical contributions to
the valuation of travel time reliability. These studies vary in
approach as well as the metric used to report results, which
makes valid comparisons across studies difficult. The indi-
vidual study designs clearly served the needs of the research
purpose. However, the variety of results indicated in the liter-
ature review implies that considerable work remains to attain
a state of the practice in the methodological approach to esti-
mating the value of reliability among shippers and receivers.
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These results underscore the need to differentiate across broad
commodity classifications in estimating the value of travel
time reliability, because there is considerable sensitivity to
time variations across firms. The review is summarized in
Table 2.3. 

U.S. DOT Guidelines for Valuation of 
Travel Time in Economic Analysis

The U.S. DOT Office of the Secretary has developed
guidelines to be followed by agencies when evaluating sav-
ings of losses of travel time that result from investments in
transportation facilities or regulatory actions and all cost-
benefit and cost-effectiveness analyses prepared by DOT.
The DOT guidelines have adopted a single measure of income
and value of time applicable to all local personal travel across
all transportation modes; however, for intercity travel, differ-
ences between modes are reflected. The values are based on
the value of time literature, which indicated that besides
transportation mode, trip purpose (business or personal), and
income, a major source of variation in the value of time is dis-
tance, particularly the large differences between local and
intercity trips. The review concluded that intercity travel time
is likely to be more valuable than local travel time.

Table 2.4 summarizes the recommended values of time
presented in the DOT guidelines. For all local personal travel,
50 percent of the wage rate is to be used regardless of the
mode employed. Seventy percent of the wage rate is to be
used for all intercity personal travel, and 100 percent of the
wage rate (plus fringe benefits) is to be used for all local and
intercity business travel, including travel by bus drivers.
Hourly wage rates were developed from Bureau of the Cen-
sus data and are also included in the table.

Additionally, the DOT guidelines recommend specific
procedures for recognizing the uncertainty that characterizes
empirical research in this area and, so that decision makers
are aware their actions have a range of plausible outcomes,
ranges of travel time values are specified in each category

TABLE 2.2 HERS value of travel time by benefit category and vehicle type



for sensitivity testing. The plausible ranges, presented in
Table 2.3, reflect the degree of uncertainty in the empirical
estimates and are useful in highlighting the implications of
alternative assumptions.

Valuation of Travel-Time Savings and
Predictability in Congested Conditions for
Highway User-Cost Estimation

This study focused on two aspects of travel time valua-
tion: the premium placed on travel-time savings for passen-
ger and freight transport during periods of congestion and
the value placed on the predictability of travel times. The
study used a stated preference survey methodology for mea-
suring the effects of congestion on the values highway users
place on travel-time savings and predictability.

With data from the stated preference passenger survey, sep-
arate models for calculating the impact of congestion on val-
ues of travel time and travel-time predictability were devel-
oped with logit choice estimation techniques. The value of
travel time was stratified by annual household income, and
the results indicated that income levels of $15,000 valued
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travel time at $2.64 an hour, income levels of $55,000 val-
ued travel time at $5.34 an hour, and income levels of
$95,000 valued travel time at $8.05 and hour. These findings
were within the range found in the value of travel time liter-
ature but on the lower end of the range.

Implications

The value of time literature is extensive and has been thor-
oughly reviewed in several previous studies. The U.S. DOT
recommendations are based on recent reviews of the academic
literature and are a source of credible, accepted per-hour val-
ues. For this study, the U.S. DOT recommendations for per-
centage of wage rates are used in direct cost estimation and are
applied to average wage rates reported by Bureau of Census.

TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY AND
NONRECURRING CONGESTION

Reliability refers to the degree of certainty and predictabil-
ity in travel times on the transportation system. Reliable

TABLE 2.3 Research summary: business value of freight delay



transportation systems offer some assurance of attaining a
given destination within a reasonable range of an expected
time. An unreliable transportation system is subject to unex-
pected delays, incurring costs whose valuation and estimation
are part of the focus of this study. Nonrecurring congestion is
the principal source of this unreliability. Accidents, mechan-
ical breakdowns, special events, and hazardous material spills
are all sources of nonrecurring congestion on highway net-
works. Lindley found that freeway incidents accounted for
60 percent of total congestion on freeways and 52 percent on
arterial roadways. Giuliano found similar results in a study
of incidents in California. Research conducted in California
indicates that truck accidents are responsible for about half of
all nonrecurring congestion delays (Harris).

Reliability is often expressed statistically as the standard
deviation from a mean travel time or route or as the coeffi-
cient of variation, the standard error divided by the mean. It
is an appropriate measure of congestion at several levels of
geographic specificity, including individual roadways, corri-
dors, and areawide networks (TTI et al.).

Estimates of Incident Delay

TTI produced estimates of recurring congestion and inci-
dent costs for metropolitan areas in the United States (TTI
1996). In this work, incident delay is estimated by using ratios
of incident delay to recurring delay developed by Lindley.
The costs of incident delays are derived by applying an aver-
age cost of time, valued at $10.75 per h, to an estimate of daily
hours of vehicle delay derived in part from demand and sup-
ply data available from the Highway Performance Monitoring
System (HPMS). The ratio of incident to recurring delay ranges
from a low of 0.4 to a high of 3.5. On average, nonrecurring
delay is estimated to cause 1.5 as much delay as recurring
delay, or 58 percent of total delay. This underscores the impor-
tance of nonrecurring delay and the potential cost-effectiveness
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of low-cost, low-tech measures such as freeway incident
response teams to reduce the impact of these delays.

Sullivan and Taft (1995) have developed empirical rela-
tionships among a number of factors that contribute to the
frequency, severity, and duration of freeway incidents. Val-
ues for these three parameters are estimated for seven aggre-
gate incident types with different impact characteristics.
These relationships formed the basis of the development of a
freeway incident forecasting tool, known as Impact. Based
on an analysis of incident data obtained from four major
metropolitan areas, peak and off-peak incident rates are strat-
ified by three separate average daily traffic/capacity ratios
and seven types of incidents: abandoned, accidents, debris,
mechanical/electrical, stalled, tire, and other. Total delays are
also a function of the following:

• Lateral location of incident, based on averages devel-
oped from national data;

• Roadway capacity during and after the incident, with the
values of reduced capacity associated with prevailing
roadway geometry and incident type; and

• Accident durations, based on a model developed from
national incident data.

The estimates of incident duration and capacity reductions
are applied to a delay model that accounts for the buildup and
dissipation of queues. Delays are estimated with a cumula-
tive arrival equation.

COMSIS Corporation and SAIC applied sophisticated
simulation tools to estimate vehicle delays resulting from
accidents and incidents. With much of the data developed by
Sullivan and Taft, microscopic simulation software was used
to reestimate speed equations used in the HPMS analytical
process (HPMS AP) to account for the average impacts of
incidents. In this study, speed and delay impacts were esti-
mated for both arterial and freeway sections. One unexpected

TABLE 2.4 U.S. DOT recommended values of travel time for surface modes



finding from the analysis was that freeway capacity during
a so-called transition period—the time when the queues
caused by an incident are clearing—are higher at the point
of the incident by nearly 7 percent. Behavioral factors and
reduced headways are cited as causal factors for the increased
capacity.

Behavioral Models Incorporating Reliability

Small et al. (1997) provide a summary of theoretical and
empirical contributions to the development of behavioral
models of travel time reliability. Numerous discrete choice
models estimated with data collected from stated preference
surveys find that reliability, as measured by the standard
deviation of travel time or by other means, has a significant
and negative coefficient, which implies that reliability is an
important factor in travel choices. Reliability has been incor-
porated into several model formulations, including those
estimating route choice (Abdel-Aty et al. 1994), mode choice
(Benwell and Black 1984), and departure time choice (Small
et al. 1995). Black and Towriss (1993) estimate values of
travel time and reliability separately for users of different
modes of travel, including the use of company cars.

Small and Noland (1995) present a cost model that accounts
for scheduling costs in the face of travel time uncertainty as
well as the cost of delayed arrivals for commuters:

EC = αET + βE(SDE) + γE(SDL) + ΘPL

where ET is travel time, including congestion and incident
delay time, SDE is schedule delay early, SDL is schedule
delay late, and D is the probability of lateness. SDE and SDL
are defined as schedule delay with respect to an official work
start time.

These terms account for the costs associated with a deci-
sion to adjust departure times in the face of uncertain travel
times. PL is a penalty applied for late arrivals. Given a uni-
form and an exponential distribution for the incident delay
time, the head start time or late start time that minimizes the
expected cost of travel is calculated. With a uniform probabil-
ity distribution for incident delay, the costs associated with
incident delay (PL) and schedule delay (SDE, SDL) are roughly
equal. Under an assumption of exponential distribution of
incident delay (which allows more short-duration incidents
and fewer long-duration incidents), schedule delay assumes
a much higher proportion of the expected total cost of travel
time variability. Small et al. (1997) present alternative model
specifications to account for different income levels and
household compositions in NCHRP 2-18(2). Noland (1997)
combined the model described above with a simple conges-
tion model to estimate the impacts of congestion-reducing
policies. His findings, which include the beneficial effects of
scheduling, indicate that reducing travel time uncertainties
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may in some instances provide greater benefits than do
increases in highway capacity.

Implications

Unpredictable delay is an important source of congestion
that, in a policy sense, deserves explicit and separate consid-
eration, as it cannot be addressed by conventional means.
Numerous empirical studies have validated that premium
travelers and the business community are willing to pay to
avoid the costs of unreliability in the transportation system.
These findings point to the need to include explicit consider-
ation of the effects of changes to system reliability in the
methodology developed here.

DEPARTURE TIME ADJUSTMENT

Forms of Travel Adjustment

There is also a literature on how some travelers try to adjust
to highly congested conditions by shifting their time of travel.
This is a notable element of the research literature, although
it can be fully taken into account only for planning and analy-
sis studied that distinguish travel times, speeds, and costs by
time of day.

In general, travelers in increasingly congested urban areas
try to minimize their exposure to congestion in a number of
ways. Among the potential adjustments in the short run are
changes to choice of route and choice of mode. If the cost of
travel is large enough, the trip maker can choose not to make
the trip at all or can satisfy the trip purpose through other
means such as telecommuting, teleshopping, or chaining the
trip with other, necessary travel (Cohen 1994). Particularly
for nonwork travel, changes in choice of destination are pos-
sible as well. In the longer run, residents and businesses adjust
by relocating, often well outside core urban areas. This is a
factor that contributes to the reported stability of average
travel times in some metropolitan areas (Gordon et al. 1989).
Workers with some flexibility in their working arrangements
may choose to work at home or at remote satellite locations
with communications links to a main office.

Behavioral Models of Departure Time Choice

For many travelers, adjusting the time of departure is an
effective and convenient short-term congestion avoidance
strategy. As travelers with flexible schedules choose to move
departure times out of the peak hour of travel in response to
congestion, the percentage of total daily travel that occurs
during the peak hours and peak periods of travel decreases.
As a result, less-congested urban areas exhibit more sharply
peaked travel characteristics; conversely, more congested
areas exhibit less-peaked characteristics. Efforts to capture



this adjustment through the development of behavioral mod-
els have focused largely on work travel, although some efforts
have been made to examine nonwork travel as well (Luiz
Senna 1994).

Behavioral models of departure time choice are not in wide-
spread use in current modeling practice (Cambridge System-
atics 1996a). However, considerable research has been con-
ducted on the subject, and there have been limited attempts to
implement empirically based behavioral models of departure
time choice. One working model (Montgomery County Plan-
ning Department 1993) for personal travel uses a binomial
logit formulation to obtain estimates of peak-hour trips from
a matrix of peak-hour trips. The independent variable for this
model is the ratio of congested travel time (derived from
household surveys) to uncongested travel time (derived from
travel time skims). Of course, other factors that are difficult
to capture in revealed preference surveys affect the propen-
sity to shift travel times, such as the following:

• Travel time flexibility for work and other trips (such as
school trips),

• Hours of operation of the destination,
• Pricing differentials, and
• Availability of alternative routes and modes.

For the binomial logit model, two models are estimated,
one for work and one for nonwork trips. The probability that
a peak-period trip will occur in the peak hour is

P = exp(B × Rt)/[exp(B × Rt) + 1] 

where

P = probability a trip will occur in the peak hour,
B = estimated model coefficient, and
Rt = congested/uncongested travel time ratio.

By using a household survey conducted for the Washington
Metropolitan region, coefficients of −0.332 for work trips
and −1.047 for nonwork trips were obtained.

A substantial body of work based on traveler observations
is providing additional insights into commuter and general
traveler behavior. Jou and Mahmassani (1995) indicated that
variations in departure time are influenced by a number of
factors, including tolerance for lateness at work, commuter’s
age, availability of flexible schedule options, travel time vari-
ability, and job status. Departure time switching was shown
to be a more common response to congestion and travel time
variability than route switching. The authors claim this result
to be consistent with previous laboratory experiments and field
studies. The study also found a city size effect, with respon-
dents in the larger city in the study exhibiting a greater pro-
pensity for departure time shifts. It is plausible as well that
employment composition plays a role in explaining the dif-
ferences in departure choice behavior, with heterogeneous
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employment compositions exhibiting a greater propensity for
greater flexibility in departure time choice.

Approaches to Schedule Flexibility in 
Travel Demand Models

Traditional four-step travel demand models have long
used static time-of-day factors derived from surveys or traf-
fic counts to produce estimates of traffic volumes by time of
day. In one typical application, peak-hour factors are applied
to estimates of trip tables and assigned to a traffic network.
In another, a link-based directional and peak-hour factor is
applied to individual links on a network after a daily trip table
has been assigned. The main drawback of these approaches
is that they cannot reflect peak spreading behavior in a sys-
tematic way, and they assume that current time of departure
choices reflected in observed data will persist into the future
(Cambridge Systematics 1995).

One application of link-based peak spreading models
converts assigned peak-period traffic volumes to peak-hour
volumes (Loudon et al. 1988). The model is applied at each
iteration of a peak-period equilibrium traffic assignment,
generating peak-hour trips used to produce revised link travel
times via a peak-hour speed model.

The form for this model is

P = 1/(3 + aeb(V/C)) 

where

P = ratio of peak-hour volume to peak-period (3-h)
volume,

V/C = V/C ratio for the 3-h period, and
a, b = model parameters estimated for each facility type.

The peaking factor function was estimated with time series
and/or cross-sectional vehicle count data. As each link is con-
sidered, in turn, during the equilibrium assignment’s travel
time updating, peaking factors representing the ratio of peak-
hour volume to peak-period volume are computed by using
a decreasing function of the link 3-h V/C ratio. This model
was applied in the Phoenix area model and resulted in a much
closer match to average speeds and VMT than had previ-
ously been obtained.

One limitation of this approach is that continuity of flow
on contiguous links is not guaranteed. A second drawback of
link-level peak-spreading models in general is that they may
not reflect upstream impacts of specific congestion points or
general perceptions of congestion affecting travel behavior
throughout a particular corridor.

Trip-Based Peak Spreading

Several techniques for applying peak-hour factors to travel
matrices have been developed. These approaches have the



advantage of selective application to particular matrix inter-
changes or trip purposes and can reflect behavioral adjust-
ments to congestion considering the entire trip, as do the
mode split and trip distribution models.

Rossi et al. (1990) developed a procedure to factor indi-
vidual matrix interchanges according to congestion levels
in particular corridors. With an assignment of daily to peak-
hour trip tables from static factors derived from base year
information, forecast link volumes above estimated maxi-
mum volumes are identified. A set of column and row totals
that would reduce these link volumes is estimated. By using
a selective iterative matrix adjustment method, the trip table
is adjusted to match these totals. This approach provides
realistic volumes for peak-hour assignments. The matrix
column and row totals used as the basis for factoring the trip
table and generated exogenously must be carefully consid-
ered, as they have a direct effect on the resulting assigned
volumes.

Matrix-Based Peak Spreading Model

Allen and Schultz (1996) describe a congestion-based peak
spreading model for a regional travel demand estimation. This
model estimates the percentage of morning peak-period vehi-
cle trips that occur in the peak hour. The resulting peak-hour
factors are applied to daily trip tables for each trip purpose.

The model consists of a series of stepwise linear functions
stratified by trip distance, trip purpose, and congestion, defined
as the difference between free-flow and congestion travel time
between origins and destinations. Through an analysis of the
1988 Washington home interview survey, the authors found
that trip distance and congestion strongly influence total peak-
hour vehicle hours of travel. With this survey, curves were
developed for six separate trip purposes, including home-
based work, home-based other, non-home-based to work,
non-home-based at work, non-home-based at work, and non-
home-based nonwork. The peak spreading model is applied to
each cell of the morning peak-period vehicle matrix.

Analysis results indicate the following:

• Shorter work trips tend to have higher peaking than
longer work trips. The peak-hour share of very long trips
appears not to be greatly affected by congestion, whereas
very short trips tend to be most sensitive to congestion.

• Other trips that are not commuting to work tend to be
more sensitive to congestion than home-based work trips.

A model developed to estimate the traveler impacts of
intelligent transportation systems (ITS) technologies allo-
cates hourly trips in the peak period in an iterative fashion
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to ensure consistency between output volumes and speeds
(Volpe 1996). This approach alters assigned volumes across
the peak period based on congestion levels; the resulting
speeds are used to reestimate automobile demand iteratively.
It assumes the temporal response to congestion can be mod-
eled on a systemwide basis because the ITS technologies
impart a consistently valuable amount of travel information
across the regional transportation system.

In this approach, static peaking factors are first assigned to
peak-period trip tables; the resulting peak-hour demand is
assigned to the highway network. Microsimulation models
use the assigned volumes to obtain a better estimate of traf-
fic speeds. The revised speeds are then reinput to the travel
demand model. Oversaturated links are identified (those with
V/C > 1.1). For these links and for each of the peak-hour
assignments, a measure of normalized excess congestion is
computed.

This approach focuses on impacts to individual facilities,
although a single adjustment is applied to the system. It does
not distinguish among trip purposes or between on-the-clock
and personal travel. Users have the option of allowing trips
to adjust over the first two hourly periods of the peak, reflect-
ing more fixed arrival times or allowing adjustments over the
last 2 h of the peak.

Implications

Departure time choice is one of the most readily available
congestion-avoidance mechanisms available to transporta-
tion system users. The ability to change departure time varies
by travel market and varies within travel markets as well.
Although the transportation system as a whole benefits from
such adjustments, it does impose a cost to the traveler.

Unfortunately, application of this literature to the current
study of the economic impacts of congestion is very limited.
Essentially, all the studies have focused on passenger car
travel, instead of business deliveries. In general, we expect
that deliveries of goods and services are significantly con-
strained by business operating hours, which makes them par-
ticularly susceptible to peak-period congestion and also most
likely to bear additional costs associated with any peak-period
limitations on truck movements. Among the categories of
worker commuting, we also expect that occupations associ-
ated with manufacturing, retail, and service businesses are
most constrained by normal business operating hours, whereas
research and back-office jobs are more easily able to adjust to
flexible work hours. Although the current literature provides
limited insight into these issues, it remains important to exam-
ine differences in the cost of congestion among occupations
and industries in empirical research studies.
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CHAPTER 3

MEASURING NONUSER COSTS OF CONGESTION: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter examines and reviews existing research con-
cerning the economic costs of congestion beyond the direct
value of traveler time and vehicle operating costs. It covers
additional business costs and income effects relating to cus-
tomer and workforce market access, logistics, scheduling
[just-in-time (JIT)], and overall business productivity.

CLASSIFYING BUSINESS COSTS 
OF CONGESTION

Differentiating Full Economic Value 
from Traditional User Valuation

The traditional measure of travel time value is based pri-
marily on consideration of wage rates and imputed level of
travelers’ willingness to pay for time savings in their travel
(mode/destination/route) choice decisions. It is based on con-
sumer behavior theory (Small 1992), and the derived values
reflect the choices individual travelers are observed to make
in their travel choices (Kruesi 1997; Miller 1996). However,
there is also a growing body of research indicating that the
full cost businesses bear as a result of travel time delay can
be substantially more than the marginal value of predicted
time delay for the traveler.

Business Production/Delivery Costs

The literature indicates that additional elements of busi-
ness costs of travel delay include logistic costs associated
with production process and delivery costs as well as costs
of reduced-scale economies associated with reduced access
to diverse markets and suppliers (Evers 1988; Weisbrod and
Treyz 1998). That defines the direct economic costs of con-
gestion in terms of three broad classes of factors:

1. Travel expense. There can be an increased cost of pro-
ducing the delivered product (at current output levels)
due to increased vehicle and driver operating expenses
(given no change from existing origin-destination pat-
terns and activity levels for supplier shipments, prod-
uct deliveries to buyers, and employee commuting).
This represents the traditional measure of user cost dis-
cussed in Chapter 2.

2. Logistics and JIT processing costs. There can be a fur-
ther increase in the cost of producing delivered product
(at current output levels) due to increased inventory
costs required to account for transportation bottlenecks
and delivery uncertainty (affecting supplier speed, fre-
quency and reliability of deliveries, and ability of firms
to achieve economies from JIT production processes)
(McCann 1993).

3. Market scale and accessibility costs. There can also be
a decrease in demand and hence output for current pro-
duction facilities due to a reduced market area, with
resulting higher unit costs due to reduced-scale ineffi-
ciencies (in production and delivery) and reduced access
to specialized inputs (Ciccone and Hall, 1996; Treyz
and Bumgardner 1996).

4. Business cost of worker commuting. There can also
be an increased business cost of labor associated with
increased wage rates to attract and compensate work-
ers for their higher commuting costs (Madden 1985;
Zax 1991).

Driver Cost Versus Full Business Costs

Other related studies also indicate the importance of the
above-cited logistic and scale factors. For instance, a recent
study of the route choice behavior of urban goods delivery
truck drivers (Beaton and Meghdir 1997) found a substantial
difference in the value of time between truck drivers who are
independent operators (and hence internalize the full busi-
ness costs of their delays) and truck drivers who are paid an
hourly wage. The former had a substantially higher willing-
ness to pay tolls in order to avoid delay. Those study results
reinforce the importance of distinguishing between types of
deliveries and types of drivers to capture the full value of
delay to business.

Business Adjustment Costs

Another important line of research concerns adjustment
time for responses to changes in travel conditions. For instance,
a study by Gunn (1997) points out that metropolitan trans-
portation planning models implicitly assume that people
respond to changes in travel conditions by changing travel



routes, modes, and even workplaces; businesses also respond
by changing delivery routes. His study provides data indi-
cating that, in reality, such adjustments may take years to
occur, and in the interim travelers (businesses as well as indi-
viduals) bear greater costs while planners see less beneficial
results than are commonly forecasted. An implication is that
actual business costs may be greater than that forecast under
equilibrium conditions as assumed in travel demand models.

Definition of Productivity

Economic texts define productivity as the ratio (total busi-
ness output)/(weighted average cost of business inputs), where
business output is defined in terms of dollars of business sales
and business inputs are defined to include costs of obtain-
ing labor, equipment, supplies, transportation, and other ser-
vices. In general, congestion delays can affect productivity
in three ways: by increasing business costs of current deliv-
ery operations, by limiting or reducing business sales through
a reduction in effective market size, and by increasing unit
costs through loss of opportunities for scale economies in
production and delivery processes. These happen as a result
of logistic and scale factors previously discussed (Evers
1988; McCann 1993; Ciccone and Hall 1996; Treyz and
Bumgardner 1996).

Implications

The literature on business costs and productivity clearly
indicates that businesses incur costs associated with transport-
ing goods and people that are beyond the direct personal value
of driver time and direct operating cost. These can be exam-
ined in terms of overall productivity measures, which in the-
ory encompass the net effect of all such costs. Alternatively,
they can be examined in terms of their primary components:

• Market access costs,
• Logistics costs,
• Production scheduling (JIT processing) costs, and
• Overall productivity.

All these cost impacts can differ by industry, by location, and
by specific economic market served. The following sections
discuss the literature on these various aspects of business cost.

LOGISTIC COSTS

Product Value

Modern logistics are described most notably in reports by
McCann (1993, 1996). He notes that the total logistics costs
include the cost of ordering and inventory costs as well as
direct transportation costs associated with both the use of
inputs and the supply of final output. Thus, whereas simplis-
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tic models of spatial accessibility (which consider only direct
shipping cost) tend to predict that firms using heavy and
bulky goods will be located close to the supplier or market,
total logistics cost considerations lead to a different solution
in which the value of goods shipped and the ability to store
goods are also important business costs and location factors.
Because inventory holding costs are a significant part of total
production costs, the value of inputs and outputs can deter-
mine the location of the producer as well as the wage and rent
the producer is willing to pay at a given location.

Mode Choice and Shipping Frequency

In the logistics literature (McCann 1993), a key aspect of
business decision making is the logistics-cost location pro-
duction problem, which requires producers to trade off the cost
of acquiring and transporting goods against the cost of holding
inventory in selecting the optimal shipment frequency and
model choice. In this context, transportation options such as
truck, rail, and ship are viewed as offering a trade-off between
costs per unit and frequency of trips. Whereas a large shipment
of goods from one site to another may provide relatively lower
average costs than would occur with smaller shipments, the
reduced frequency of shipments may be an overall disadvan-
tage to the firm. Because inventory costs are significant for
many industries, the production location, transportation mode,
and shipment frequency are interconnected decisions faced by
manufacturers. Cost savings associated with JIT processing is
just one example of such logistic cost considerations.

Concept of Time-Based Competition

A separate literature on time-based competition discusses
how speed and reliability of product delivery have become
increasingly important factors in business success. Blackburn
(1991) notes that the nature of this time-based competition
differs in each industry. In service industries (including health
care and financial services), the ability to directly serve cus-
tomers quickly has become an important competitive factor.
In wholesale trade and telephone-order retail, the ability to
deliver products to buyers quickly (for example, within
24 hours or less) has become a critical competitive factor.
In manufacturing processes, JIT techniques have increas-
ingly been adopted as a means of raising productivity and
lowering costs for manufacturing. A recent survey of pro-
curement professionals by Purchasing magazine found that
57 percent reported management emphasis on improved
delivery performance (Cruz 1996).

JIT PRODUCTION COSTS

Time-sensitive manufacturing and delivery systems such
as JIT systems are designed to improve productivity and



increase profits. JIT systems rely on tightly scheduled and
frequent deliveries of supplies and parts to reduce warehous-
ing and inventory needs, thereby reducing production costs.
Although many firms have embraced JIT techniques and
have benefited from them, unreliability in the transportation
network, if severe enough, can impose significant costs. Con-
gestion increases transport times and costs; perhaps more
important, it also introduces a measure of uncertainty in
pickup and delivery operations. At a minimum, nonrecurring
congestion imposes opportunity costs on producers as they
take measures to protect themselves from the possibilities of
missed deliveries and production deadlines.

Rao and Grenoble (1991) cite several potential long- and
short-term strategies to reduce or eliminate the effects of con-
gestion on the firm’s operation. Fifteen logistics managers in
selected manufacturing companies with facilities in con-
gested metropolitan areas were asked to rate potential long-
and short-term congestion mitigation strategies. The man-
agers gave the highest ratings to off-peak deliveries, palleti-
zation and consolidation shipments, computer routing, price
and preference incentives to shippers for improved perfor-
mance, improved truck design, and speed delivery adminis-
tration. The survey, conducted in 1989, found that logistics
managers did not consider traffic congestion to be a signifi-
cant impediment to their logistics operations; however, they
did acknowledge the potential for congestion to become a
significant problem in the future.

Although shippers and receivers appear to have means
available to them to adjust to congestion, they nonetheless
place a high value on reliable service. Small et al. (1997) cite
shipper and carrier surveys indicating reliability or depend-
ability of service one of the most significant factors in the
choice of carrier or mode.

The authors discuss a range of long-term responses to con-
gestion that are worth noting here. These include changes in
facility location, establishment of intermediate handling facil-
ities, development of closer working relationships between
suppliers and customers, use of automatic vehicle identifica-
tion systems, satellite and computer tracking, and other tech-
nologies and changes in buying patterns, such as favoring
distributors over component manufacturers.

Estimating Congestion Impacts on JIT
Operations

Typically, the benefits of highway improvements to firms
engaged in JIT operations are not explicitly included in 
traditional cost-benefit analysis (Forkenbrock et al. 1996).
Forkenbrock et al. propose a methodology for estimating
logistical cost savings that expands the set of factors consid-
ered in typical highway analyses to include labor, inventory,
and operating costs. This approach is easily adapted into the
highway user-cost framework. The approach explicitly con-
siders holding cost, in-transit inventory costs, safety stock
carrying costs, and capital depreciation costs. The informa-
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tion requirements for measuring these cost components far
exceed what is usually available to a typical planning agency
and require the use of roadside surveys.

Literature on JIT manufacturing notes that this approach
spans all aspects of the production process, including product
development, setup, manufacturing, inventory, and delivery
(Voss 1989; Satir 1991; Blackburn 1991). It does not affect
only manufacturing plants, because it puts flexibility, speed,
and reliability requirements on suppliers of input parts and
services and on the transportation services that deliver them.
For transportation and logistics planners, a key aspect of JIT
is its implications for increasing demands on scheduling fre-
quency and reliability of shipments. A variety of studies have
documented the productivity and cost savings associated with
JIT for manufacturing firms; the resulting savings are found
to range from 2 to 30 percent for overall operations costs and
from 30 to 84 percent for specific categories of space, labor,
and inventory costs [see studies described in Voss (1987),
Couvrette (1991), and Stuart (1993)].

There are two general sets of questions concerning the
relationship between JIT and highway congestion: (a) Does
adoption of JIT in the United States increase highway con-
gestion? (b) Is highway congestion an impediment to adop-
tion of JIT in the United States?

The first question relates to the effect of JIT on highway
usage. The literature is consistent in noting that JIT leads to
more frequent (but smaller) shipments (Voss 1987). A recent
extensive survey of manufacturers who use JIT methods
found that introduction of JIT methods increased deliveries by
a factor of two and decreased the size of deliveries by about
half (Minahan 1996). However, other studies note a counter-
trend toward firms streamlining deliveries and supply net-
works and eliminating redundant and overlapping suppliers.
Recent studies indicate that purchases, particularly in mainte-
nance, repair, and operations, may provide an easy target for
cost-cutting measures within many companies. One recent
study concluded that manufacturing companies in the United
States place too many orders and work with more suppliers
than necessary (Cruz 1996). In the future, then, we might
expect reductions in some types of small-order deliveries.

The second question concerns the effect of congestion on
the ability of firms to implement JIT methods, which require
predictable deliveries of supplies. Here, it is important to dis-
tinguish among business sectors. The literature confirms that
business sectors in which goods are perishable, costly, or dif-
ficult to warehouse; high value; or subject to rapid changes
in value are most sensitive to transport reliability (Blackburn
1991). For example, retail sellers of foods and other perish-
able items must use costly transport methods and cannot
always stockpile goods in case of delays in incoming or out-
going deliveries. Firms that produce high-tech and electronic
goods face similar problems; because of rapid changes in the
value of inventory, these firms and their suppliers attempt to
minimize inventory levels and hence are more sensitive to
the cost of delivery delays. Firms such as Federal Express



and UPS, which serve these time-sensitive industries, have
been locating many of their facilities outside major cities and
major commercial airports specifically to better serve market
demand by avoiding congestion.

Where adoption of JIT has led to increasingly complex
supply logistics, some firms have responded with changes
in transportation logistics—including outsourcing of sup-
ply logistics and use of local warehouses that store supplies
shipped from outside the immediate region—that minimize
the potential for interference from congestion problems
(Minahan 1997). Finally, although delivery turnaround times
have dropped dramatically in the past few years—a trend
partly due to JIT—there is still relatively little reliance on
same-day deliveries. A recent survey indicated that only 
5 percent of purchasing departments at U.S. firms expect
same-day delivery on orders and that only about one-third say
the optimum delivery cycle time is 1 week or less (Cruz 1997).

A factor that further complicates the JIT-transportation
relationship is that, with maturation, JIT is spawning vari-
ants that involve less reliance on transportation. Minahan
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(1996) describes JIT III arrangements, which emphasize
colocation of suppliers and assemblers, with suppliers locat-
ing close to and in some cases across the street from assem-
blers. Thus, it appears that there may be a trend among U.S.
producers toward fewer deliveries, a change that would
reduce the importance of congestion issues, and a specific
trend among JIT III adherents to rely less on highways for
meeting delivery schedules. This does not necessarily mean
congestion issues will become less important to U.S. firms,
including those that practice JIT, but only that increased use
of highways predicted by JIT theories may be partially off-
set by other changes in American business practices. A sum-
mary of findings on production cost savings associated with
implementation of JIT processing is presented in Table 3.1.

Implications

In considering the effects of congestion on logistics costs
for businesses, it is important to recognize differences among

TABLE 3.1 Summary of economic benefits of JIT



industries in the value of products, the degree of delivery fre-
quency and scheduling flexibility, and the extent of shifting
trends in production processes. It is also noteworthy that the
logistics effects of transportation delays are all above and
beyond the business supplier accessibility effects previously
discussed.

MARKET SCALE AND 
ACCESSIBILITY IMPACTS

Productivity and Accessibility

Empirical studies (McConnell and Schwab 1990) confirm
the value of agglomeration economies and accessibility fac-
tors through business location preferences. The importance
of this literature is that it implies that congestion along spe-
cific routes—and highway projects to alleviate that conges-
tion—can have an important spatial location characteristic
insofar as it can affect the size of the market reach for busi-
nesses. With better accessibility, businesses can potentially
realize economies of scale in serving broader markets. In
addition, highway system improvements can also provide
businesses with access to a greater variety of specialized
labor skills and specialized input products, which can also
help them become more productive (Evers et al. 1988).

Modeling of Trade Flows

A long line of trade and economic geography modeling
links transportation accessibility and business productivity.
The most notable of these studies, which trace back to
Krugman (1979, 1995), use estimates of transportation costs
and accessibility to differentiated inputs as a basis for
explaining wide differences in regional productivity. Key
aspects of these studies are the concepts that firms each pro-
duce a slightly differentiated product and there are poten-
tial scale economies in their production functions. Therefore,
changes in accessibility will affect the scale of market demand
and unit costs of products. This modeling framework has
been most extensively applied in the area of international
trade (Harris 1984; Deardoff and Stern 1986; Brown and
Stern 1987).

Similar approaches based on transportation networks and
differentiated labor and intermediate inputs have more
recently become widespread in the regional and urban lit-
erature (Fujita et al. 1985; Fujita 1988, 1989; Ciccone and
Hall 1996). Treyz and Bumgardner (1996) use these model
approaches to demonstrate the role of accessibility in explain-
ing county market shares and business location patterns for
legal services in Michigan. That approach also indicates how
it is possible to model flows of goods and services within
states based on accessibility measures, and it provides a
basis for identifying and measuring the value of accessibil-
ity improvements to industries (Weisbrod and Treyz 1998).

Another line of research has used survey data to docu-
ment how spatial patterns of supplier-buyer shipments dif-
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fer by industry. The implication of these studies is that
accessibility improvements to specific corridors may bene-
fit some industries much more than others, depending on
the dominant direction of shipments in a given industry and
the specific corridor direction of the proposed improvements
(Weisbrod and Beckwith 1992; Black and Palmer 1993;
Bernardin-Lochmueller 1997).

Agglomeration and Productivity 
Benefits of Accessibility

The importance of accessibility and market sizes in affect-
ing business productivity becomes apparent through studies
that look at the existence of major differences in productiv-
ity among locations. Industrial and urban agglomerations, with
their greater accessibility, are found to provide high levels of
productivity, presumably because businesses are able to gain
access to a wider variety of labor skills and specific product
inputs. The greater the variety of labor skills and input prod-
ucts available, the more likely it is that there is a specialized
worker or input available that can minimize business costs.
Accordingly, improvements in the transportation system are
seen as a way to increase producers’ access to specialized
inputs (Fujita 1989; Krugman 1995; Ciccone and Hall 1996).

These studies on accessibility and market sizes also predict
and explain the urban and regional location patterns of busi-
nesses based on the assumption that businesses locate where
they can maximize net income (profits) and stay away from
locations where they lose money or realize less net income.
That urban geography literature thus also provides an impor-
tant explanation for why interviews of existing businesses
have failed to isolate the business impacts of congestion
(Cambridge Systematics 1993). After all, in the long run busi-
nesses tend to locate and survive only in those locations that
maximize net income, and they tend to stay away or move
out of locations that lose money or provide insufficient return.
As a result, businesses that locate and remain viable in a
given location tend to be those that either operate in specific
areas or serve specific markets that are less affected by traf-
fic congestion problems or have already adjusted the nature
of their operations and customer markets to mitigate the cost
of traffic congestion to them. In those situations, the real
economic cost of congestion is the loss of business activities,
scale economies, and associated income that otherwise would
have existed without traffic congestion. Although the workers
at remaining businesses may not see those effects, the above-
cited accessibility models can (and do) estimate them on the
basis of the location pattern of businesses and the sizes of the
markets they serve.

Recent research by Brakman et al. (1996) has extended this
model of urban geography to indicate how congestion affects
the economy. Their study showed that congestion represents a
form of negative feedback, causing instability in urban centers
and causing firms that would normally agglomerate there to
relocated to the periphery. This effect explains the existence of
small yet viable industrial clusters outside of (congested) big



cities, as businesses trade off scale economies and market size
against transportation costs. The implications of new conges-
tion include productivity reduction, firm relocations, wage
reductions, and requirements for some of the labor force to
relocate.

Implications

The literature on accessibility offers a critical theoretical
component for explaining how congestion affects business
costs in urban areas. Although it explains the higher produc-
tivity observed in business and population agglomerations, it
also offers an explanation of how rising congestion can effec-
tively offset those advantages and decrease accessibility of
businesses to supplies and markets. However, accessibility
and scale economies are only part of the total impacts of con-
gestion. Logistic factors must also be taken into account.

BUSINESS COST OF WORKER COMMUTING

Theory of Capitalized Commuting Costs

A long series of studies of metropolitan location patterns
have examined how variation in location prices explain the
spatial pattern of economic activities in an urban area (Moses
1962; Muth 1969; Mills 1972; White 1976). According to
these theoretical models, it is logically expected that house-
holds and people pay more money for housing with lower
commuting costs, and businesses tend to compensate work-
ers for higher commuting expenses.

Wage Rate Variation Within Metropolitan Areas

Most empirical research on the connection between wage
rates and accessibility has been more recent. In a study of
municipal workers located in communities throughout the
Chicago area, Eberts (1981) found statistical evidence of a
negative relationship between wage rates and distance from
the central business district. Using a nationwide study of
people who recently changed homes or jobs, Madden (1985)
assembled information on wages, occupations, and home-
to-work distance and found strong statistical evidence that
people who change jobs do effectively trade off commuting
cost against wages—that is, they get higher pay when com-
muting costs are also higher. (His study also confirmed that
wages are systematically lower in suburban jobs, where hous-
ing prices are also lower.) White (1988) subsequently derived
a functional form of the wage gradient, which allowed for a
value of leisure time as well as commuting time to affect wage
rates. DeSalvo and Huq (1996) showed how wage rates should
also differ depending on public transit availability and depen-
dency within an urban area.
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The most complete empirical study that tried to combine
information on housing prices, wages, and commuting travel
times was conducted by Zax (1991). He obtained private
business payroll data in Detroit and matched it to worker
locations by census tract (to obtain housing data) and by
transportation analysis zone (to obtain travel time data) for
the Detroit area. Regression equations were run to statisti-
cally estimate the relationship between wage rates and com-
muting travel times, controlling for housing quality, occupa-
tion, race, and education. The findings strongly confirmed
that employers paid higher wages to compensate for higher
commuting travel times. The relationship was greatest for
men in white collar jobs, for which the commuting time wage
differential (in terms of dollars per hour of additional com-
muting time) was twice the value of time reflected in the
average wage rate.

Zax interpreted the commuting time wage differential as
reflecting not only the incremental value of time spent com-
muting but also the value of additional out-of-pocket expense,
lost leisure time, and added commuting hassle. A much lower
commuting time wage differential was found for women
(just one-fifth of the median wage), which was interpreted as
reflecting the greater dominance of clerical jobs and a more
constrained set of job choices for them. Of particular impor-
tance was the additional finding that workers who paid more
for their housing also received significantly more compen-
sation for their commuting times. That is fully consistent
with the previously discussed trade-off in housing value and
wage rates.

Overall, the findings to date suggest that it may be reason-
able to expect no commuting time effect on wages outside of
metropolitan areas and an effect within metropolitan areas
that is slightly less than the full value of time reflected in wage
rates (for example, in the range of one-half to two-thirds the
wage rate). This level of wage rate premium more than off-
sets the direct increment in vehicle operating cost for com-
muting, so no further impact on disposable income is nor-
mally expected. The findings also imply that “labor market
power may help determine the extent to which workers can
shift the burden of commuting expenses onto their employ-
ers” (Zax 1991, p. 205). The implication is that the effect of
commuting travel time on wages is greatest for skilled white
collar jobs in large urban areas, and it can be much smaller
for lower skilled jobs and for jobs outside major urban areas.

Implications

The results of studies to date lead to the conclusion that
wages paid by employers to their employees differ by location
and tend to reflect the extent to which workers incur greater
costs and travel times for commuting to their jobs. Thus, a
foundation of evidence suggests that businesses incur higher
labor costs associated with increasing congestion.



OVERALL PRODUCTIVITY IMPACTS

Focus on Historical Output/Spending
Relationships

A line of economic research has focused on how levels of
spending on improving highway flows has ultimately affected
private sector productivity (level of output per dollar of inputs)
and hence generated income. This research has been summa-
rized in several documents (Nadiri and Mamuneas 1996;
Madrick 1996; Sturm et al. 1997). Basically, this research has
used aggregate-level data to calibrate cost models or produc-
tion models. Note that the difference between the two meth-
ods is that the cost function method evaluates productivity
changes in terms of cost changes under a given level of out-
put, and the production function method evaluates produc-
tivity changes in terms of shifts in output in response to cost
changes cost models. [For further information about this, see
FHWA (1992).] Coefficients from the cost or production
function models are then used to provide estimates of the pri-
vate sector business performance (sales and gross domestic
product) associated with highway investment.

An advantage of this approach is that it yields estimates of
overall effects on various types of business. A major limita-
tion of this approach is that it uses historical data to calibrate
models that relate productivity increases to levels of highway
inventory instead of to actual accessibility improvements. As
a result, the productivity factors represent average effects of
past spending on the economic performance of various indus-
tries and regions. However, a recent FHWA-sponsored study
of establishment-level productivity (Eberts 1997) is seeking
to develop measures of localized productivity effects linked
to changes in highway accessibility instead of levels of high-
way inventory.

Differential Business Response Elasticities

Productivity analysis is an area of ongoing research in
which new and more useful results are still emerging.
Although initial work in this area was done by Aschauer
(1989), some of the most useful available information is the
more recent research findings on how business benefits of
highway spending (increasing the value of highway inventory)
vary by state/region (Duffy-Deno and Eberts 1991; Dalenberg
and Eberts 1992) and by business type (Nadiri 1996). These
studies provide estimates of the marginal benefit to business
per dollar of highway capital. In both cases, highway capital
is defined as the depreciated value of accumulated highway
investment, and marginal benefit is defined as the sum the
private sector (businesses) would be willing to pay for an
additional dollar of highway capital.

The two Eberts studies indicate substantial differences by
metropolitan area, which is presumed to reflect differences in
existing highway systems and business characteristics of the
local economy. The Nadiri study indicates substantial differ-
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ences by two-digit standard industrial classification group. In
general, the marginal benefit is found to be greatest for man-
ufacturing industries such as wood, chemical, and metal prod-
ucts as well as machinery and motor vehicles.

Findings on Aggregate Studies of 
Highway Investment and Productivity Benefits

In general, the consensus findings to date have been that
there is a positive relationship of increasing business output
levels to capital spending on transportation infrastructure. The
relationship of (percent output)/(percent public capital) is gen-
erally found to be in the range of 0.2–0.4 at the national level,
around 0.15 at regional and state levels, and as low as 0.04 
at metropolitan area levels (Aschauer 1989; Munnel 1990;
Dalenberg and Eberts 1992; Toen-Gout and Van Sinderen
1994). A related and more recent line of research, focusing on
cost functions, has also confirmed that spending on highway
infrastructure has led to reduced cost and hence greater pro-
ductivity (Nadiri and Mamuneas 1996). The economic effect
of transportation infrastructure spending appears to be lower
for smaller geographic areas because many of the network
interconnection benefits and broad area benefits to businesses
are outside their study areas. These effects are captured in the
analyses of larger, national studies of productivity effects.

Overall, Nadiri and Mamuneas (1996) report that the mar-
ginal value of benefits to industry over the 1950–1989 period
has averaged $0.23 per year for each dollar of accumulated
capital stock of highways. However, the benefit of highway
spending in the past decade has been more modest than in the
early decades, presumably because more recent projects have
been aimed at enhancing connections for the national high-
way system and earlier-year expenditures were building the
basic interstate system. As a result, the most recent data indi-
cate that the marginal benefit from nonlocal highway capital
has been slightly less than half the 40-year average.

Uses and Limitations of 
Aggregate Productivity Research

In theory, the measurement of aggregate productivity
effects should reflect the net business benefit of all three of the
previously noted types of productivity effects. However, there
are also limitations associated with this line of research when
used in isolation (Weisbrod and Grovak 1997). Most serious
are the data limitations that have necessitated very aggregate-
level analyses focusing on impacts of overall transportation
or highway capital spending, without the ability to distinguish
how productivity effects can differ depending on the type of
highway system improvement, intensity of highway use, or
level of congestion. As a result, it is uncertain whether the
average benefits to productivity associated with past spending
will necessarily be a good predictor of the marginal bene-
fits to productivity from future spending to reduce congestion.



For purposes of estimating congestion impacts, such addi-
tional information on accessibility impacts can be important.

Alternative Approach of Linking Logistic and
Access Factors to Overall Economic Growth

An alternative to the aggregate analysis approach to pro-
ductivity estimation is a more micro-scale analysis, which
examines how changes in logistic and scale/accessibility fac-
tors can also affect a region’s cost competitiveness and com-
parative advantage of an area for attracting and retaining busi-
ness (Evers et al. 1987). As a result, regional macro-economic
simulation models have been applied to estimate the economic
impact of transportation projects on regional competitiveness
and shares of national economic growth. These include a
regional model applied for areas within the Netherlands (Evers
et al. 1987) and the REMI regional model for areas within the
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United States (Treyz 1992). In general, these models allow us
to estimate effects on cost competitiveness of business, cost of
living, and shift in business growth and location factors over
time. The REMI economic model has been applied in many
states, including Wisconsin, Indiana, and Iowa (Cambridge
Systematics 1989, 1996b; Wilbur Smith Associates 1992).

As noted by Weisbrod and Grovak (1997), this type of
analysis provides a means of accounting for transportation
effects of cost savings, productivity enhancement, and mar-
ket growth (scale economies) and their impacts on business
expansion, competitiveness, and attraction of economic activ-
ity from elsewhere. That means that, with sufficient external
analysis of spatial factors (such as logistic and market scale
economies), this type of analysis can account for the business
value of transportation system improvements. However, this
type of analysis accounts for only private sector effects and
places no value on activities of individuals that do not involve
the exchange of money.
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CHAPTER 4

FRAMEWORK FOR MEASURING ECONOMIC COSTS OF CONGESTION

This chapter describes a framework and a methodology for
estimating the changes in economic costs associated with con-
gestion reductions or increases. The framework builds on
findings from prior research (discussed in Chapters 2 and 3).
It is based on a classification of five basic classes of trips,
which are affected differently by congestion, and three gen-
eral types of costs that are incurred because of congestion.
The methodology builds on the characteristics of available
data for metropolitan areas. It is based on a six-step process,
with a statistical analysis to assess how businesses trade off
labor and capital costs to adjust for congestion. The result is
a measurement of the net cost impacts of congestion on busi-
ness activity.

CLASSES OF TRIPS AFFECTED 
BY CONGESTION

It is first useful to identify five general classes of trips, which
are differentially affected by congestion. The way each class
of trips is affected by congestion is noted, based on findings
from the Chapter 3 literature review.

Category 1: Commuting (Home-Work Car Trips)

Although the commuter absorbs the travel time and
expense associated with congestion, the literature indicates
that employers in competitive urban labor markets end up
compensating workers for differentials in commuting costs.
Thus, businesses (employers) end up absorbing excess con-
gestion costs associated with commuting trips. Because essen-
tially all commuting trips have origins and destinations within
the region (metropolitan labor market), these trips are usually
captured by regional travel data.

Category 2: Regional Freight Delivery 
(Work-to-Work Internal Truck Trips)

Associated with truck trips are vehicle operating costs,
driver wages, and additional costs of travel time and vari-
ability associated with inventory, logistics, and just-in-time
production processes. These are all components of total busi-
ness product costs.

Category 3: Interregional Freight Delivery
(Work-to-Work External Truck Trips)

A significant share of goods deliveries are truck move-
ments with origins or destinations outside the region. Those
trips are subject to the same classes of costs (for vehicle,
driver, time variability, logistics, inventory, and production).
However, trip lengths must be measured with data sets that
extend beyond the region (for example, national commodity
flow survey data) and must be adjusted for the fact that the
relative impact of congestion on total travel cost is smaller
for longer-distance trips.

Category 4: Regional Service Delivery 
(Work-to-Work Noncommodity Trips)

Some businesses depend on accessibility not only for
workers and commodity shipments but also for delivery of
services. The latter category covers business activities such
as skilled professional services (lawyers, emergency medical
care, accountants), construction and repair activities (plumb-
ers, carpenters, electricians), and urban delivery activities
(pizza delivery, couriers, parcel services). Typically, some
time is spent traveling in a car or van to conduct these busi-
nesses and provide their services. Thus, businesses bear costs
associated with time and expenses for such travel. However,
trips taken by car are not covered by data on truck movements,
and even those that do involve vans or small delivery vehicles
typically are not covered by surveys of commodity flows.

Category 5: Personal Travel 
(Home-Based Nonwork Trips)

This includes trips for social, recreation, and shopping
purposes. For such trips, any additional time spent traveling
because of congestion has a negative effect on the quality of
life of the driver and passengers but does not directly affect
the flow of dollars in the economy. Any additional vehicle
operating expense incurred because of congestion also repre-
sents a reallocation of spending patterns instead of necessar-
ily changing overall income levels in the region. So, although
congestion has bona fide costs for personal travel, it does not
directly affect business operating costs, productivity, or gen-
eration of income. (Note that congestion effects on personal



travel could indirectly affect business insofar as it could
change the optimal location, size, and scale economies of
retail and recreation business establishments, but this is a
secondary effect that is beyond the scope of this study.)

This report separately analyzes the economic impacts of
congestion for commuting trips (category 1) and for freight/
service deliveries (categories 2–4). Costs for personal travel
(category 5), including shopping trips, are not explicitly ana-
lyzed in this study because of the difficulty in identifying any
associated business operating costs.

TYPES OF COSTS CAUSED BY CONGESTION

The literature review in Chapter 3 identifies three critical
aspects of business operations that can be directly affected by
congestion: accessibility of obtaining business inputs (sup-
plies and workers), production costs of making business
products and services, and delivery costs of providing prod-
ucts and services to buyers (either through sending deliver-
ies to buyers or through attracting buyers to visit stores). To
realistically portray the economic costs of congestion, there
should be some recognition and the representation of all three
types of business operation impacts. For the purposes of
analysis, business operation impacts can be reclassified into
three classes of costs:

1. Direct travel (user) cost, including vehicle operating
costs and value of time for drivers and passengers, for
all business-related travel;

2. Logistics and scheduling costs, including costs of stock-
ing, perishability, and just-in-time processing; and

3. Market accessibility and scale, including loss of market-
scale economies and reduced access to specialized labor
and materials because of congestion.

Business costs of labor can be affected by type 1 and 3
costs, and business costs of product delivery can be affected
by all three types of costs. Some businesses can also change
operations and production processes to minimize those costs.
For instance, they can substitute different types of differenti-
ated supply inputs (for example, relying on more local sup-
pliers), substitute different types of differentiated labor inputs
(for example, relying on more local workers), or substitute
between the two (for example, changing the labor or capital
intensiveness of the operation).

To address these issues, the analysis in this report attempts
to assess the magnitude of not only user costs of congestion
but also the logistics/scheduling and accessibility costs to
businesses. This is done with an economic model framework
that also accounts for business substitution of labor and sup-
plier inputs, and associated adjustments in trip making, in
response to changes in the transportation cost of doing busi-
ness in an area. The result of these business operating cost
changes can be shifts in business profitability for various prod-
ucts and services in those areas. Ultimately, there can also be
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shifts in consumer prices and output levels, depending on the
characteristics of customer demand and supplier competition
in those areas. That effect, however, is beyond the scope of
this study.

ANALYSIS STEPS

The process outlined here is designed to calculate the eco-
nomic costs of allowing urban road congestion to increase or
the economic savings associated with policies to reduce urban
road congestion. Because prior research indicates that con-
gestion is likely to vary widely among locations in a metro-
politan area and is also likely to have costs that vary widely
by industry, this analysis process builds on zonal data on trip
patterns and delay patterns as well as industry and occupa-
tion breakdowns of business location and workforce location
patterns. After a description of the steps involved, the study
provides results for two metropolitan areas where this
process was implemented.

There are six steps in this process. The first three steps rep-
resent calculation of traditional user impacts. These are excess
time and expense costs incurred by users as a result of con-
gestion, and reduction of those user costs is considered to be
the primary transportation system efficiency benefit of trans-
portation capacity improvement projects.

The latter three steps represent calculation of broader
(nonuser) economic impacts. These are changes in business
costs or income resulting from changes in logistics, schedul-
ing, wage compensation, and market-scale economies as a
result of changes in congestion levels. They are referred to as
nonuser impacts in the sense that they can be incurred by a
broad set of businesses and individuals who are not neces-
sarily the travelers incurring the congestion delays. However,
the broader economic impacts do occur as a result of the trav-
eler delays caused by congestion and hence cannot be added
to measure those direct effects.

The six steps are as follows:

• Part I: Measurement of traditional user impacts
1. Trip data. It is first necessary to obtain zone-to-zone

trip matrices to show the number of trips correspond-
ing to each origin-destination pair of traffic analysis
zones (TAZs). Separate matrices are needed for com-
muting trips (weighted average of car, commuter rail,
bus, and nonmotorized modes) and delivery trips
(reflecting truck movements). For both commuting
and truck movements, the trip matrices should be fur-
ther disaggregated by sectors of the economy, referred
to as standard industrial classification (SIC) groups.
These zonal traffic data can come from metropolitan
planning organizations (MPOs). Breakdowns of the
trip matrices by industry may be available from the
MPO or may be estimated with census data on indus-
try breakdowns of zonal employment also available
from the MPO.



2. Travel time and distance data. Metropolitan trans-
portation planning models typically include zone-to-
zone matrices of travel distances, mean travel times,
and variance in travel times applicable for commut-
ing trips and for freight delivery trips. The matrices
come from MPO model data at the TAZ level. These
travel time and distance data, together with the trip
data, allow us to calculate vehicle miles and vehicle
hours of travel being incurred by businesses in dif-
ferent industries and commuters in different occupa-
tion groups.

3. User travel cost calculation. Once information on the
components of commuting (car) and business delivery
(truck) costs have been obtained, it is possible to cal-
culate total travel costs by industry (in terms of SIC
groups) for all zone-to-zone (TAZ) combinations.
These travel costs include costs of driver time and
vehicle operating expenses. Aggregate user costs are
then calculated given current commuting and truck
patterns. Unit cost factors are multiplied by the travel
time, distance, and trip data (steps 1 and 2 above) to
calculate aggregate user time and expense costs.

• Part II: Measurement of broader (nonuser) economic
impacts 
4. Total unadjusted business cost calculation. This

step expands the user travel cost calculation (from
step 3) to include a broader set of business costs by
industry (in terms of SIC groups) for all zone-to-
zone (TAZ) combinations. For product supplies and
service inputs, these business costs will include not
only user costs (vehicle operation expense and driver
time) but also logistics/scheduling costs (including
stocking, perishability, and just-in-time processing
factors). For worker commuting, these business costs
can also include business compensation to workers
for a portion of their excess commuting time (based
on differences in average wage levels by occupation
and industry) and a portion of their excess commut-
ing expense (vehicle and parking expense and time)
to the extent that it affects wage compensation. Tak-
ing into account all these impacts, a total impact on
business costs can then be calculated (given current
commuting and truck patterns). 

5. Activity data. The last element of data assembly is
to obtain zonal data on business activity patterns (in
terms of employment levels) and labor force patterns
(workers by place of residence). Both can be disag-
gregated by industry sector and by occupation. These
data, together with industry/occupation matrices,
make it possible to calculate the proximity or avail-
ability of labor markets and supplier market alter-
natives for businesses.

6. Statistical estimation. The final step is application of
maximum likelihood estimation methods to calcu-
late business production functions, which indicate
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the relationship between calculated business cost of
labor (given commuting patterns) and freight (given
truck patterns) and observed business activity level
in each zone. These functions also indicated the
elasticity of substitution among various categories
of workforce and supplies used in business processes.
The analysis can be done separately by industry and
occupation based on the unadjusted business costs
(step 4 above) and patterns of workforce and sup-
plier activities (step 5 above). The results indicate
the total adjusted business cost and how it differs
from the unadjusted cost calculation. (See the sec-
tion Approach and Contribution of This Study in
Chapter 1 for a discussion of how this type of busi-
ness production function relates to the more aggre-
gate form of production function used by Nadiri
and others.)

These six steps were applied in two metropolitan areas.
The next section provides an overview of the production
function model that was used. The data collection process for
those two areas is described in the following section, and the
results are then described in Chapters 5 and 6.

GENERAL MODEL OF BUSINESS
PRODUCTION COSTS 

Objectives of the Economic Model

To understand the link between a particular change in con-
gestion and its effect on productivity, it is necessary to have
an economic model that explicitly recognizes how specific
changes in congestion levels affect business costs in differ-
ent locations in urban regions. This basic modeling approach
relates location cost differences to variations in the level of
access to specialized labor and supplier (intermediate) inputs.
In this way, relative business costs in different locations reflect
costs of congestion.

This approach views transactions between locations in
terms of total transportation costs and the use of differentiated
labor, goods, and services in the production process. Changes
in transportation costs therefore result in two types of changes
in business costs:

• Change in direct cost of production. A reduction of
direct travel costs can directly translate into a reduction
in the cost of obtaining workers and delivering products/
services to customers and hence total cost of production. 

• Additional change in accessibility to specialized inputs.
Furthermore, lower transportation costs change the dis-
tribution of shipments and trips as more specialized work-
ers and customer markets become accessible. Therefore,
an additional reduction of costs occurs because firms are
able to use labor that more specifically meets their pro-
duction needs and serves broader customer markets.



Effects on productivity may come from improved access
to broader worker and customer markets as well as from
logistic and scheduling efficiencies and scale economies.

To make this modeling framework appropriate for metro-
politan congestion, it is necessary to obtain information on
the business mix and location patterns of workers and busi-
nesses as well as network data on interzonal transportation
costs. The applicable case for this study is a metropolitan
transportation network that is subject to higher levels of con-
gestion (and hence higher transportation costs) for some zones
than for others. It is expected that businesses with specialized
and time-sensitive inputs tend to prefer locating outside those
areas. Because the spatial relation of economic activities is
given a central role, this approach can incorporate various
location costs including direct shipping costs, logistics costs,
and costs associated with access to specialized labor and
intermediate inputs.

Differentiation of Effects by 
Occupation and Industry

An important element of the economic model approach for
this study is the concept of product differentiation. Product
differentiation represents the preference that businesses have
for a choice among inputs, including labor (workers) and cap-
ital (materials and equipment), used in production or provision
of the products and services they provide. A higher degree
of differentiation in the inputs a firm uses allows the firm to
choose a combination of inputs that best suits their needs and
maximizes their profits. When congestion causes a decrease in
access, available inputs are less diverse and, on average, a firm
must settle for an inferior substitute. When access increases, as
when congestion decreases, a firm realizes a benefit in access
to superior goods. The production function model captures this
effect.

Another central concept in this approach is that businesses
can adjust to changes in cost arising from greater or lesser
access to diverse inputs. These potential adjustments are
embodied in production functions and, in particular, a term
called the technical elasticity of substitution. The technical
elasticity of substitution refers to the importance of variety in
goods and services supplied by various industries to all firms
within a particular region. Firms that value differentiation
more can realize a productivity gain by tapping into a larger
market for their inputs. Those that do not are relatively indif-
ferent to the larger market afforded by increased transporta-
tion access. Industries providing more variety tend to have a
lower elasticity of substitution. This means that businesses
seek inputs from a wide geographic area and are willing to
pay for the higher transportation costs for those inputs. On
the other hand, industries supplying less specialized inputs
tend to have a higher elasticity of substitution. This means
that firms get inputs from wherever it is convenient nearby
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and are less willing to pay additional transportation costs for
their inputs.

Overview of the Production Function 
Analysis and Its Interpretation

Various types of businesses directly incur costs of freight
and service deliveries associated with vehicle operation, 
driver time, logistics/inventory, and production scheduling.
The literature review also showed that businesses in compet-
itive urban labor markets do end up absorbing (in wage rates)
a portion of the burden associated with higher commuting
costs. However, it is known that businesses do not have to
just absorb added costs of freight shipping or worker com-
muting caused by congestion. Instead, they have some abil-
ity to adjust to those cost changes. Thus, the introduction of
realistic production functions can help to better calculate the
true cost effects of congestion on business.

The production function recognizes that one employee is
not a perfect substitute for another employee even if they are
in the same occupation. It also recognizes that the product or
service of one supplier may not be a perfect substitute for that
offered by another potential supplier. Therefore, employers
can enhance productivity by selecting the most appropriate
possible suppliers and employees for their needs. It then fol-
lows that the larger the area from which businesses can draw
suppliers and workers, the easier and less expensive is the
task of selecting the optimal mix. Congestion then affects these
decisions in the following ways:

• Workforce costs. Congestion serves to increase the busi-
ness cost of obtaining employees and limits the effective
size of the labor market. So changes in congestion can
affect not only the cost of production but also the num-
ber and distance of commuting trips.

• Product and service delivery costs. Congestion increases
the business cost of delivering products and services to
customers and limits the effective size of the area from
which a business serves on a competitive basis. So
changes in congestion can affect not only the cost of pro-
duction but also the number and distance of truck trips.

Labor Market Cost Issues

The total business cost of hiring employees incorporates
two components: an acceptable wage for a worker if he or she
did not have to commute and the additional compensation
required to attract workers from any given zone to travel to a
job in another given zone. For each industry and occupation,
businesses may have a different elasticity of substitution
among workers in the labor force. Jobs with specialized skills
tend to have a lower elasticity of substitution, which indicates
that businesses seek workers from a wide geographic area



and are more willing to compensate for higher costs of com-
muting for those workers. On the other hand, jobs with more
common skills tend to have a higher elasticity of substitution,
which indicates that businesses get workers from wherever
is convenient nearby and are less willing to pay additional
costs to compensate workers for higher commuting costs.

Delivery Cost Issues

The total business cost of providing products/services incor-
porates two components: the cost of the goods or services if a
delivery or commute were not involved and the additional
compensation required to get supplies from any given zone to
the customer site. For each industry, business customers may
have a different elasticity of substitution among the various
supplier choices. This elasticity reflects how sensitive busi-
nesses are to changes in those costs. Industries with more
specialized products tend to have a lower elasticity of sub-
stitution. This indicates that their customers buy their prod-
ucts from a wide geographic area and are more willing to
compensate for higher costs of delivery. On the other hand,
there tends to be a higher elasticity of substitution for indus-
tries with more generic or common products. This indicates
that business customers get supplies from wherever is con-
venient nearby and are less willing to pay additional costs for
delivery of products or services from more distant suppliers.

Issues in Assigning Costs to Industries

There are some fundamental differences in how businesses
incur congestion costs associated with worker commuting
and goods/services delivery.

• Commuting costs affect the costs of obtaining workers—
that is, an input to the business production process. (This
can occur either through compensation of direct costs
or through constraints on access to variety in the labor
market.) 

• Delivery costs of commodities and services, on the other
hand, affect the net delivered price of products as seen by
customers—that is, an output of the business production
process. (This occurs insofar as shipping costs are added
to final costs of delivered products or services.)

A distinguishing feature of the final model specification for
freight movements is a reassignment of industry categories.
Originally, the research team treated both workers and freight
shipments as production inputs and assigned their costs to the
industry category of their destination (which was purchasing
the input). In the final analysis, freight costs were classified
by the type of commodity and the producer (origin). This
approach better corresponds to the way businesses set deliv-
ery prices for their goods, and it allows for more accurate
assignment of freight value based on the commodity. It also
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recognizes that, although commodities are shipped to (and
used by) businesses in all sectors of the economy, they are
produced by essentially three sectors of the economy: agri-
culture, mining, and manufacturing.

Thus, for example, wholesalers and retailers may receive
incoming shipments and make outgoing shipments of food,
but the goods are still basically agricultural products. Sim-
ilarly, a gardening center may receive lime for fertilizer
treatment, and a gasoline retailer may receive fuel to sell,
but in both cases the commodity is essentially a product of
the mining/extraction sector. From this perspective, whole-
sale and retail activities are merely downstream elements of
the supply chain, which ultimately provides manufactured,
grown, or extracted goods to consumers.

The other sectors of the economy, including finance-
insurance-real estate (FIRE), construction, services, and
wholesale/retail activities, are combined in this study to rep-
resent a category referred to as service/other. The distinguish-
ing characteristic of this category is that its businesses do not
produce easily defined freight outputs. In the case of FIRE,
construction, and repair services, company staff often do some
traveling as part of their work, but their final product typi-
cally is not a shipped good. Most retail firms do not ship much
of their product—more often, customers visit them. As a
result, much of the travel conducted by these types of firms
may involve people visits instead of freight shipments.

DEVELOPMENT OF CASE STUDIES:
LOCATION AND DATA SOURCES

Locations: Choice of Case Studies

Because the research plan required highly detailed zonal
data on patterns of business activity, labor force, travel vol-
umes, distances, and travel times, it was necessary to focus
on two case study areas. The research team sought large
metropolitan areas with a diverse economy, measurable con-
gestion, and good transportation data sets. A systematic
process covered the following:

• Major metropolitan areas in the United States (with pop-
ulation over 1 million);

• Significant extent of congestion [based on a recent
national study (Texas Transportation Institute 1996)];

• Diversified economy featuring a significant industrial
base as well as office/service businesses;

• Availability of travel model data from the MPO; and
• Quality truck trip data (because every area had census

journey-to-work data).

The research team also sought representation for both a
coastal area and one located in the nation’s heartland. Based
on those factors, the research team selected the Chicago
metropolitan area and the Philadelphia metropolitan area.
Both were rated in the national study as having significant



congestion. As of the most recent available period (1993),
the Chicago region had 788,000 person-hours of delay each
day, with an annual congestion cost of $370 per capita. The
Philadelphia region had 380,000 person-hours of delay each
day, with an annual congestion cost of $250 per capita. Both
the Chicago Metropolitan Area Transportation Study and
the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission have
very strong travel demand modeling capabilities and were
extremely cooperative in providing the trip tables and net-
work files necessary for this research. The data cover 1,669
zones in the Chicago metropolitan area and 1,510 zones in
the Philadelphia metropolitan area. Figure 4.1 presents maps
depicting the Chicago and Philadelphia study areas.

Data Sources

Types of Available Data

For commuting trips, the source of data was the U.S. cen-
sus journey-to-work data set. For truck trips, the data came
from MPO models (built from traffic observations and zonal
economic data), special tabulations of the commodity flow
survey, other trip generation, and trip distribution data by
industry. The available information and its applicability is
summarized as follows:

1. MPO commuting trip data. MPOs tend to have good
commuting data, coming from the U.S. census journey-
to-work files. This includes breakdowns of the numbers
of trips with detail on industries and origin-destination
zones. For this study, special breakdowns were also
obtained from the U.S. census, providing commuting
origin-destination patterns by occupation category. 

2. MPO truck and business trip data. Most MPOs have
limited data on truck and business car travel without a
breakdown of industries or commodities. In particular,
(a) there is a lack of detail on the industry of the ship-
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per or the commodity being shipped, so those factors
must be estimated by the analyst based on available
employment data; and (b) there is a lack of information
on truck travel to and from areas external to the metro-
politan region. This leads to an underestimation of trip
lengths.

3. Commodity flow survey (CFS) data. The CFS provides
a promising means of obtaining data on freight flows
by commodity, including external origin-destination
patterns as well as within-region travel. However, spe-
cial tabulations were needed to break out geographic
detail at the subregional level. In addition, further analy-
sis was necessary to convert shipment quantities to dol-
lar valuations and to reconcile the county-to-county
flows with finer zonal travel data.

4. Professional and service activity. A significant portion
of business travel is conducted as part of professional
services, repair services, FIRE, and courier services.
Much of this travel involves cars or vans as well as
small delivery vehicles and is not captured by the CFS
but is, nonetheless, an important aspect of the business
costs of congestion.

5. MPO travel time and variability data. Most major MPOs
have data on interzonal travel distances and travel times.
For this study, it was also necessary to obtain informa-
tion from the MPOs to derive estimates of daily aver-
age travel times, commuting period travel times, and
travel time variance.

6. Inventory and logistics costs. There are significant
transportation-related costs associated with inventory
and logistics for some types of business. Much of these
costs are due to either perishability of the goods or just-
in-time needs for stocking and manufacturing processes.
These costs tend to be incurred when there is travel
time variability (unpredictable delays caused by traffic
incidents, which increase under congested conditions).
These costs of travel time variation are in addition to the

Figure 4.1. Philadelphia and Chicago study areas.



predictable costs of longer travel times due to road
congestion.

Issues in Estimating 
Truck Trip Patterns by Industry

The research team had two sources of data on freight trips
from which to estimate model coefficients.

1. MPO data. The first was the truck trip matrices supplied
by the MPOs. This matrix was a product of the MPOs’
own model processes, estimated from truck survey data
collected in the metropolitan region. However, no infor-
mation on the breakdown of trips by industry from the
MPOs was available. To address this deficiency, aver-
age trip length and trip generation data by industry were
obtained from the FHWA Quick Response Freight Man-
ual and were used to disaggregate the truck trip matri-
ces. The advantage of this approach is that the necessary
information (on costs, travel time variability) is avail-
able for every zone in the regional matrix. The MPO
data also cover nontruck work-related trips (including
service delivery vehicles). There are two disadvantages
of this approach: it requires industry allocations to be
imposed on the available data, and the data are limited
to the borders of the region so that information on trip
lengths and travel times for long-distance travel is lim-
ited to that portion taking place within the region. Obvi-
ously, some information on truck costs is lost in making
such an assumption.

2. CFS data. The second source of data that were made
available to this project team under special arrange-
ment through FHWA was tabulations of truck move-
ments from the commodity flow survey (CFS). The CFS
data set was enhanced by Reebie Associates and reports
commodity flows within a metropolitan area at the
county level, whereas flows from or to areas beyond the
study region are reported at the census region level
(which divides the nation into six distinct areas). The
CFS data set classified trips based on the commodity that
was moving instead of on the basis of the industry receiv-
ing the freight. Shipments also were reported for truck,
less-than-truckload, and private carrier shipments as well
as for air and water. The shipments were stratified by the
four-digit Standard Transportation Classification Code.
The benefit of using these data is that is the most valid
representation of truck freight flows to and from metro-
politan areas. The most significant drawback in using
these data is the more coarse level of geographic detail.

After a critical review of the initial truck trip matrix with
the MPO data, the project team reached two conclusions.
First, it concluded that the assumption that there is a self-
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contained or closed system of regional productions and
attractions is appropriate for modeling commute trips. Sec-
ond, the team did not believe this was appropriate for goods
movements, mainly because it ignored external travel and
thus underestimated trip lengths for long-distance trips
extending outside the region’s boundaries.

In the final analysis, the special CFS tabulations were
combined with MPO data detail on business origin and des-
tination locations in the metropolitan area. That made it pos-
sible for the analysis to accurately account for long-distance
(external origin or destination) trips. In addition, MPO data
on work-to-work trips that were by car, van, and small deliv-
ery vehicle—which are not covered by the CFS data—were
also used, thus covering service-related trips.

Methods for Calculating Total Shipment Costs

Because the CFS data are provided in terms of tons of
freight shipped, the value and direct cost of shipments had to
be estimated from the truck inventory and use survey. The mix
of commodities produced and purchased by industries in the
United States was then estimated based on the U.S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis input-output technology matrix, which
was reduced to the three commodity by eight sector level.

Total shipping costs were calculated to include direct ship-
ping costs (vehicle depreciation, fuel, maintenance, and tire
costs) plus travel time variability or reliability costs (associ-
ated with perishability or just-in-time processing factors).
The perishability and just-in-time factors were developed to
capture the level of business dependence on on-time deliver-
ies and the average cost incurred when shipments are late.
These factors were then applied to estimate costs of nonre-
curring congestion—that is, changes in reliability. The deriva-
tion of these factors is described above, and key unit cost fac-
tors are also shown in the presentation of study findings on
delivery costs, described in a later section.

Issues in Estimating Commuting Trip Patterns

The analysis of commuting patterns was carried out in two
different ways. The first way was to use the MPO zonal data,
which contained detailed information on travel times but only
limited precision on industry and occupation breakdowns of
trips. The second way was to use census STP154 detailed tract
data—which contained detailed information on commuting
productions and attractions (employment and labor force)—
together with the U.S Census Bureau’s new Land View III
geographic information software, which showed interzonal
distances and land areas for all tracts. These census data were
combined with MPO data on average speeds by mode and
region of the metropolitan area to calculate interzonal com-
muting costs. The census tract data were ultimately shown to
produce reliable and useful results. The census data had the



additional advantage of being uniformly available for all
metropolitan areas, so the study methods and findings could
be more easily extended for use elsewhere.

Additional studies were carried out to test the reliability of
the U.S. census allocation of trips among census tracts and
TAZs (the MPO’s transportation activity zones). The con-
cern was that the census allocates some trips where the exact
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destination location is not known, that these allocations are
included in the census transportation planning package dis-
tributed to MPOs, and that the implications of such alloca-
tions are not known. To test this, the production functions
were reestimated with and without the allocated trips. The
results of these tests clearly indicated that the census alloca-
tions did not skew the analysis results.
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CHAPTER 5

CASE STUDIES I: ESTIMATION OF BUSINESS DELIVERY COSTS

This chapter summarizes case study analysis findings con-
cerning costs of congestion on business travel. Specifically, it
covers the delivery of business products and services by truck
as well as the delivery of some business services by car. Ser-
vice trips are defined here to include all work-to-work trips.
Home-based trips are excluded from our analysis. Other busi-
ness costs relating to labor market access are covered in the
following section of this report.

The analysis results indicate how congestion increases the
direct costs of freight and service delivery, causes additional
costs associated with travel time variability (unreliability), and
causes firms to substitute among inputs to adjust to changes in
accessibility to variety among differentiated suppliers. Sep-
arate models were estimated and calibrated for each major
industry sector.

KEY FACTORS: DELIVERY TRIP PATTERNS

Importance

Trip distance and spatial distribution are important factors
affecting the economic impact of congestion. This is because
truck trip (and business car trip) lengths, costs, and flow pat-
terns vary systematically by industry and commodity type.
Systematic differences in delivery trip length were used in the
case studies for calibration of production function and cost
models, because they provide a basis for estimating the trade-
offs made between accessibility costs and business location/
activity decisions by businesses in different industries. This
also provides a basis for estimating the implied benefit that
businesses in different industries assign to accessibility
improvements and the implied cost they incur when conges-
tion worsens.

Data Source Differences

Because of the importance of trip patterns, preliminary
analysis of trip distances was conducted by using two
approaches for the Chicago area.

The first approach used metropolitan planning organiza-
tion (MPO) data on truck trips. These data contained only
information on trip lengths occurring within the metropoli-

tan area, which averaged 11.1 mi (17.76 km) for manufac-
turing trips and 9.6 mi (15.4 km) for service/other trips.

The second approach used a special tabulation of the com-
modity flow survey (CFS), which captured the length of all
truck trips within the modeling region. The average truck trip
lengths for manufacturing-related trips were 59.1 and 33 mi
(94.5 and 52.8 km) for the Chicago and Philadelphia regions,
respectively, reflecting the influence of trips with one trip end
located external to the region. The CFS data do not cover
business cars and small delivery vehicles used for local ser-
vices. For that, MPO data were added covering work-to-work
car travel. These service-related trips tend to be much shorter
than the truck trips. The average trip length for service/other
deliveries is 5.4 mi (8.6 km) in the Chicago data set. Because
no service-related data were available for the Philadelphia
region, these trips were estimated with the Chicago data. This
procedure is described in Appendix B.

A full comparison of the average trip lengths and travel
times associated with the two data approaches for Chicago,
as well as corresponding data for Philadelphia, is presented
in Table 5.1. The differences shown in that table indicate the
danger of relying solely on MPO truck data (which under-
count long-distance truck travel) and also the danger of rely-
ing just on CFS tabulations (which miss short-distance ser-
vice delivery).

Industry Differences

Freight and service trips were classified into four categories
based on their outputs: agricultural products, mining/extraction
products, manufactured products, and service/other activities.
As indicated in Table 5.1, trip lengths were found to be longest
for the delivery of manufactured products, slightly less for the
agricultural and mining products, and much shorter for the
(largely local) service delivery category of trips.

Location Differences

Figure 5.1 shows how the relative length of incoming and
outgoing truck (and business car trips) differs systematically
by location. In this illustration, we see that the central area
has the shortest trip lengths for outgoing truck deliveries but



one of the longest trip lengths for incoming truck deliveries.
In this context, the relative impact of congestion costs on
business depends critically on the magnitude or portion of the
total trip over which the congestion impacts occur. This sug-
gests that congestion in one urban center may have a more
dramatic impact on a local, short-distance delivery business
than on a coast-to-coast freight shipment.
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MODELING TRUCK SHIPPING COSTS

Table 5.2 indicates the calculated value of direct shipping
cost, the additional increment associated with travel time vari-
ability, and the average commodity value per shipment for
different types of deliveries. The value of direct shipping cost
(traditional user cost measure) includes the value of vehicle

Figure 5.1. Truck trip length by location in metropolitan area.

TABLE 5.1 Number of truck trips and average trip lengths by industry



operating expenses, safety-related expenses, and driver time
costs. The additional increment associated with travel time
variability includes logistics, scheduling, and just-in-time pro-
cessing costs. It is important to note that these values are clas-
sified by commodity type instead of by recipient industry.
Key findings are as follows:

• The unit cost of vehicle operation, safety, and driver time
is in the range of $25/hour for all classes of freight deliv-
ery trips by truck but significantly lower for the service
trips with cars and small delivery vehicles.

• The additional reliability cost incorporates an average
level of delay and unit value associated with delay. The
delay itself is associated with incidents that occur on
freeways and expressways and is measured as the stan-
dard deviation of incident-related travel time delay.
Estimates of this delay are based on a model derived
from empirical measures incident impacts.

• The value of commodities carried per shipment is high-
est for manufactured products and agricultural products
and much lower for mining/extraction products. It is
minimal for service/other deliveries, as they carry little
or no freight value, and largely represent the hourly cost
of the service person being moved. Note that, for service
trips, no single number truly representative of shipment
value based on any past research was available.

There are additional elements of the total business cost of
congestion delay associated with the delivery of products and
services. These concern production functions, such as how
businesses adjust production processes in response to changes
in access costs for supplies. These are discussed below.

MODEL CALIBRATION

Interpretation of Business Response
Elasticities

The economic model, summarized in Chapter 4 and more
fully documented in Appendix B, yields coefficients reflect-
ing the elasticity of substitution among product inputs. This
reflects the extent to which firms purchase supplies that are
specialized as opposed to basic commodities. In general, the
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more the materials purchased are not specialized, the more
firms can substitute closer suppliers when costs of obtaining
products from more distant suppliers increase, as occurs with
increased congestion. These elasticities thus indicate the extent
to which businesses can adjust to offset congestion costs.

• A high elasticity of substitution occurs when the supplier
market is homogeneous (with little difference in quality
or function of product), so that buyers are very willing to
switch suppliers to save cost. For a purely homogeneous
commodity in a market with competing suppliers, a 1 per-
cent increase in product cost for one supplier leads to a
100 percent loss of sales to lower cost competitors.

• A low elasticity of substitution occurs when the supplier
market is differentiated (in terms of product quality and
specialized function), and buyers value access to that
differentiated market. In that case, buyers are less will-
ing to switch suppliers only because of a change in prod-
uct cost. In a fully differentiated product market, every
supplier is unique, so individual producers do not lose
sales if the price of their product increases.

• In the context of this study, an elasticity of substitution
of 12 means that a 1 percent increase in total product
cost (due to congestion) leads to a 12 percent decrease
in sales for the supplier of that product.

Values of Estimated Elasticities

Table 5.3 indicates the estimated elasticity of substitution
(with respect to costs) among product inputs, for the four
economic sectors, based on the case study analysis data. The
technique used to estimate the elasticity of substitution param-
eters was maximum likelihood, which finds the parameters
most likely to produce the observed number of trips in each
zone and for each industry. It is notable that all these coeffi-
cient estimates have a very high degree of statistical accuracy
and significance, as reflected by the very low standard devi-
ations associated with each of them. Also, note that no ser-
vice data were available from the Philadelphia data sets. For
application of the model in the Philadelphia congestion sce-
narios, the service trip elasticity from the Chicago model was
used. Service trips were derived from a trip generation and
distribution model estimated from the Chicago data.

TABLE 5.2 Shipping costs by industry



Interpretation of Results

Key findings are as follows:

• The highest elasticity of substitution occurs for agricul-
tural products. This result, which is consistent with prior
expectations (and common sense), reflects the finding
that there is a high degree of substitution among food
product suppliers. Thus, buyers of food products are rel-
atively price sensitive.

• A lower elasticity of substitution occurs for manufac-
turing. This reflects the greater degree of product differ-
entiation among manufactured products compared with
agricultural products, which makes some buyers more
concerned with finding appropriate type and quality of
manufactured products instead of just minimizing costs.

• The elasticity of substitution for the service industry lies
between those for manufacturing and agriculture. The
industry encompasses a broad range of skills and prod-
ucts, from highly specialized technical services (such as
legal services) to relatively lower-skilled jobs (such as
lawn services).

• In terms of rankings, the estimated elasticities are fairly
consistent between the two cities for manufacturing and
agriculture but not for mining. At least part of the dif-
ference can be attributed to the longer trip lengths of
mining trips, relative to the other sectors, in the Philadel-
phia data set than in the Chicago data set. 

• These maximum likelihood estimates of freight and ser-
vice flow patterns support the finding that there is com-
petition among product suppliers and some price elas-
ticity of substitution in demand for competing suppliers.
This elasticity explains why there are agglomeration
economies and resulting productivity gains associated
with city size. Increasing congestion, then, can be viewed
as effectively reducing the market size (agglomeration
economies) for business, whereas congestion reduction
increases those productivity benefits.
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Goodness of Fit

To calculate the goodness of fit of the estimated elasticities,
the terms of the cost minimization equation were rearranged
to solve for the number of trips by industry and by zone. Fig-
ure 5.2 presents the results of this effort in a histogram of
estimated and observed truck trips grouped by travel dis-
tance. The goodness of fit is measured by the adjusted R2

value, which represents the portion of variance explained by
the equation. The overall R2 values were 0.90 for Chicago
and 0.82 for Philadelphia. They were higher for mining and
services and lower for manufacturing and agriculture. Note
that both models systematically underestimated the shortest
distance trips, whereas both obtain a better fit to the longest
distance trips.

MODEL RESULTS: ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS

Definition of Scenarios and Impact Indicators

Scenarios

Once the production function model was estimated, its coef-
ficients were reapplied to forecast how alternative congestion
scenarios would affect business patterns in the Chicago and
Philadelphia regions. These results indicate how delivery of
commodities and services within each region would reorient
to minimize the negative impact of an increase in congestion
or maximize the positive impact of a decrease in congestion.
The total demand or number of trips may change as well.
Again, the degree to which this reorientation occurs is in part
a function of each industry’s elasticity parameter.

Three scenarios were tested for both Chicago and
Philadelphia:

1. Regionwide congestion scenario,
2. Central business district (CBD) congestion scenario,

and
3. Corridor congestion scenario.

TABLE 5.3 Estimated elasticity of substitution



Impact Indicators

For each scenario, impact indicators were calculated reflect-
ing how businesses’ costs and trip patterns would change
under fixed production functions, in which input suppliers
are fixed, and flexible production functions, which allow
businesses to respond with some substitution of input sup-
pliers to minimize business operating costs with flexible pro-
duction functions. These indicators were as follows:
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• Change in total vehicle miles associated with adjustment
in trips and trip lengths due to a change in business travel
costs, with flexible production.

• Change in productivity associated with adjustment to a
change in business travel costs, with flexible production.

• Change in total cost with flexible production functions,
which reflects the above adjustments in trips, trip lengths,
and associated mileage, as they respond to changes in
congestion with some substitution of input suppliers. In

Figure 5.2. Goodness of fit with observed trips. (*Philadelphia service trips estimated from a model
derived from the Chicago data set and are not included in the goodness of fit statistic.)



this model, adjustments in trips are synonymous with
changes in productivity. 

• Change in total cost with fixed inputs (no change from
base case trip patterns) due to a change in business travel
costs (without any flexibility in production inputs).

Scenario 1: Regionwide Congestion Reduction

Scenario Assumption

The first scenario was the regionwide congestion reduction
scenario, which assumes that travel times are decreased uni-
formly by 10 percent throughout the region, while there is no
change in vehicle operating costs or travel time variability
costs. That is equivalent to raising average travel speeds from
33 to 36 mph (53 to 58 km/h) and results overall in just a
2.5 percent decrease in travel cost throughout the region. The
resulting changes in miles traveled, trips (demand), and input
costs for businesses were computed for each zone. These
results are indicated for all industries in Figure 5.3 and
Table 5.4, and their interpretation is summarized below. 

Adjustment to Travel Patterns

The results indicate that, overall, businesses respond to a
decrease in congestion by making longer distance trips (to
access more specialized and varied labor markets and sup-
plier markets). Vehicle miles traveled increase across the
board in Philadelphia and through the inner ring of Chicago
because of longer trips, while outer suburbs of Chicago indi-
cate slightly reduced vehicle miles traveled caused by the
slight reorientation of trips toward the inner ring.

Cost Impact

The results indicate that an across-the-board reduction in
travel time for all zones leads to a decrease in business oper-
ating (input) costs for all areas. It is also notable that the per-
centage decrease in total input cost with flexible substitution
of inputs is slightly greater than the percentage decrease in
total input cost with fixed inputs. The difference between
those two columns indicates that businesses can obtain pro-
ductivity benefits from a reduction in congestion, which allow
them to save more costs than would be expected if there were
no allowance for substitution of inputs. (In effect, productiv-
ity is increased and costs are decreased, as firms tap into a
larger market for inputs.) Although the relative difference in
those business cost percentages appears to be small, the over-
all regional economic impact is still substantial. For Chicago
the change with the flexible substitution of inputs is −0.385
percent compared with −0.0383 percent without substitution.
Comparable figures for Philadelphia are −0.0328 and 0.0326
percent, respectively. These results (taking into account the
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substitution of inputs) translate to an annual business cost
impact of $980 million in the Chicago area and $240 million
in the Philadelphia area.

The results also show how firms can decide to use new
combinations of inputs when it is cost-effective to do so. The
productivity gain achieved from obtaining an input better
suited to a firm’s needs comes at the cost of a longer shipping
distance overall. A positive value for the percentage change
in average trip length indicates that firms buy inputs from far-
ther away to reach a larger supply (presumably one better
suited to the firm’s needs).

Spatial Differences

In Chicago, the productivity benefits associated with
regionwide congestion reduction are highest for the CBD,
which is the area most highly affected by regionwide con-
gestion because of its central position within the region. Indi-
ana shows a relatively high cost reduction, as it is a source of
a substantial amount of truck traffic bound for Chicago on
congested interstates. In the Philadelphia region, the greatest
productivity benefits accrue to Mercer County, New Jersey,
which includes more heavily industrialized areas such as
Trenton, and the CBD. For all scenarios, the results for Cum-
berland County, New Jersey, are inconclusive because of the
small number of zones (three), which results in a very high
sensitivity to small changes in travel times.

Scenario 2: CBD Congestion Reduction

Scenario Assumption

Under the second scenario, congestion reduction is focused
on the CBD. It is represented as a 25 percent reduction in
travel time for trips coming into and out from the CBD, with
no change in travel times for other parts of the region. The
scenario assumes no decrease in vehicle operating cost or
travel time variability, so the overall impact is a 6.3 percent
reduction in travel cost for CBD trips. The results are pre-
sented in Table 5.5 and are summarized below.

Cost Impact

As with the regionwide scenario, the reduction in CBD
congestion leads to metropolitan-wide productivity increases.
The cost savings for delivery of goods and services in Chicago
are estimated to be $272 million annually. For Philadelphia,
the cost savings are estimated to be $100 million annually. 

Spatial Differences

Even though the direct impact is just on the CBD, most
areas within the region save on business production (input)



costs. However, the additional productivity impacts are con-
centrated in the CBD and are relatively small elsewhere. That
occurs because most goods shipments are coming into the
CBD as opposed to producers in the CBD sending products
out to other areas. (As a result, there is minimal effect on
firms operating in other areas.) Businesses within the CBD
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are able to supply a broader market area, thus also increasing
average trip lengths (and total miles) for trips from CBD
businesses. In Philadelphia, decreases in vehicle miles trav-
eled are correlated with decreases in productivity in areas just
outside the CBD. This points to the redistributional effects
of a targeted strategy to reduce congestion, as economic ties

Figure 5.3. Percentage impact of a 2.5 percent regionwide reduction in
travel cost for product and service deliveries.



between the CBD and Trenton (Mercer County) are strength-
ened, only partially at the expense of other areas.

Industry Differences

The results vary dramatically by industry and by city. In
each city, however, most of the total cost savings benefit
accrues to the nonmanufacturing (service/other) sector of the
economy. That reflects the specialization of businesses within
the CBD, which are predominantly services instead of man-
ufacturing activities. However, even shipments of manufac-
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turing and agricultural products have some net cost reduc-
tions in Chicago.

Scenario 3: Industrial Corridor Congestion
Reduction

Scenario Assumption

Under the third scenario, congestion reduction is focused
on one corridor affecting an industrial corridor outside the
CBD. For Chicago, this corridor was defined as the portion
of Cook County south of the CBD. This includes a heavily

TABLE 5.4 Percentage impact of a 2.5 percent regionwide reduction in travel
cost for product and service deliveries



industrialized region. For Philadelphia, this corridor was
defined as the area around Chester, Pennsylvania. In both
cases, the scenario is represented as a 25 percent reduction in
travel time for trips coming into and out from that area, with
no change for other parts of the region. Like the prior sce-
nario, it is assumed that there is no decrease in vehicle oper-
ating cost or travel time variability, so the overall impact is a
6.3 percent reduction in travel cost for trips associated with
the specific county area. The results are presented in Table 5.6
and summarized below.

Cost Impact

As with the other two scenarios, the reduction in industrial
corridor congestion leads to metropolitan-wide productivity
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increases. The cost savings for delivery of goods and services
in Chicago are estimated to be $252 million annually. For
Philadelphia, the cost savings are estimated to be $23 million
annually.

Spatial Differences

Even though the direct impact is just one area of the CBD
(southern Cook County in the Chicago case, and a small area
to the north of Philadelphia in the second case), the benefits
are broadly spread throughout the region. The breadth of these
benefits is in contrast to the more concentrated benefits from
the second scenario. Here, the effects are shown to extend to
other areas that acquire a high portion of their inputs from the

TABLE 5.5 Percentage impact of a 6.3 percent reduction in travel cost for
product and service deliveries: CBD only



industrial corridor area, including the CBD, rest of the city,
and other counties including western Cook County in the
Chicago case. In the case of Philadelphia, impacts are spread
among the rest of Philadelphia (rest of Adams County),
Chester County, and Mercer County, New Jersey.

Industry Differences

The results vary dramatically by industry. Consistent with
the CBD scenario, most benefits accrue to the service indus-
try in both cities. In Chicago, services are followed by min-
ing, whereas in Philadelphia, agriculture follows services.
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OVERALL IMPLICATIONS

The analysis results in this chapter indicate that industries
with higher levels of truck shipping absorb higher costs asso-
ciated with congestion and thus benefit more from conges-
tion reduction. The statistical analysis also shows that firms
with nonspecialized (commodity) input requirements tend
to be hurt relatively less by congestion (and benefit relatively
less from congestion reduction) than those with requirements
for highly specialized material inputs, because the former
can more easily adjust to congestion by substituting closer
suppliers.

The case studies also indicate how congestion impacts can
differ depending on the nature of the congestion scenario.

TABLE 5.6 Percentage impact of a 6.3 percent reduction in travel time for
product and service deliveries: industrial corridor only



For instance, when congestion was assumed to be centered
in the CBD, the economic benefit was largely concentrated
on those businesses located in the CBD. That is because
many of those CBD businesses are service oriented, relying
on incoming deliveries of supplies but with relatively mod-
est movements of outgoing truck deliveries to other parts of
the metropolitan area. When congestion was assumed to occur
equally throughout the region, the analysis models indicated
that economic impacts would be most pronounced in the
CBD and in the most densely industrialized areas, which are
particularly dependent on incoming trucks for deliveries of
supplies. Finally, when congestion was assumed to be cen-
tered around an older industrial area outside the CBD, the
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economic benefits were widely distributed among industries
and business locations throughout the metropolitan area. That
is because the directly affected businesses had a high level of
outgoing truck shipments, serving broad industries and loca-
tions from the CBD to outlying fringe areas.

These examples indicate how congestion impacts can vary
among both types of businesses and locations within a met-
ropolitan area. More importantly, they demonstrate that the
economic impacts of congestion are experienced not only in
the congested areas but also in other areas that are economi-
cally linked by product delivery patterns. This highlights the
importance of understanding truck movements within met-
ropolitan areas.
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